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Abstract

Much has been written on the subject of abusive shareholder litigation. The last decade has witnessed at first an increase and then a dramatic spike in such suits, primarily suits filed in connection with mergers and acquisitions. Delaware courts are known for not just their deep experience in corporate law suits but as being doctrinal innovators. One such innovation occurred in Rales v. Blasband, 654 A.2d 927 (Del. 1993), establishing the “tools at hand” doctrine, whereby before considering whether to grant a motion to dismiss the court admonishes the shareholder-plaintiff to resort to shareholder inspection rights accorded by the Delaware General Corporation Law so as to gather facts necessary for the complaint to survive the pretrial motion. On its face, the doctrine reflects a balanced approach to the competing claims that shareholder litigation is necessary to address and discourage managerial misconduct and the belief the suits are vexatious being brought to garner an extortionate settlement. In this paper, we empirically examine how Rales has dramatically changed the composition of suits in which shareholders seek to exercise their inspection rights. We compare the composition, outcomes, and related questions surrounding such suits maintained 1981-1994 with the post-Rales period 2004-2016. We not only find that post-Rales suits entail substantially more suits involving “books and records” requests but in tracing the results of those requests we find that plaintiff suits maintained after using the tools at hand enjoy better outcomes than where no inspection was sought. Our data also supports the belief that such books and records litigation is something of a surrogate for a trial on the underlying claims of wrongdoing. We also find that many instances in which the tools at hand is pursued there is no follow-on shareholder suit. Thus, our data supports the positive social benefits of Delaware’s innovative tools at hand doctrine. Nonetheless, in the concluding section we bring bad news. Increasing qualification of owners – partners, members and stockholders – inspection rights through private ordering described here raises concern that the potential benefits of the tools at hand doctrine will not be fully realized. We also reason that the Delaware Supreme Court’s decision in California State Teachers Ret. Sys. v. Alvarez, 179 A.3d 824 (Del. 2018) likely eviscerates the tools at hand. Alvarez holds that the Delaware litigant’s suits is precluded by an earlier decision by another jurisdiction that a derivative suit initiated by a different shareholder than was prosecuting the Delaware action lacked standing to sue. We reason that Alvarez is a powerful disincentive for Delaware litigants to pursue the tools at hand as the time expended in pursuing that right may enable competing slothful lawyers to take their chances with a less developed complaint in a sister jurisdiction’s courts on the same claim.
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I. Introduction

Since at least 1999, most class action litigation in Delaware has involved M&A deals where the charge was either that the directors in selling the company failed to fulfill their *Revlon* duties to pursue other bids or the transaction involved control shareholder self-dealing so that *Weinberger*’s heightened standard of review applied.1 Under these plaintiff-friendly standards of judicial review, deal litigation became so ubiquitous that by 2013 over 96% of large M&A transactions were challenged by class action shareholder lawsuits.2 This shift was coupled with a change in the focus of M&A litigation away from reviewing the merits of the target company directors’ actions toward examining the adequacy of a company’s disclosures about the transaction.3 Post-closing litigation became common and disclosure-only settlements abounded.4 This led the Delaware courts to adopt a series of measures designed to combat frivolous litigation.5

Concurrently, the Delaware courts developed an alternative method to balance the conflicting needs of the plaintiffs and defendants in shareholder derivative litigation through the “tools at hand” doctrine. The cornerstone of the doctrine is the shareholders’ mandatory right to seek information from the corporation as qualified by Section 220 of the Delaware General Corporation Law (DGCL). The tools at hand doctrine encourages plaintiffs to use Section 220 to gather facts believed necessary to survive a motion to dismiss in shareholder litigation. The doctrine can be seen as providing a balanced response to the problems faced by plaintiffs in shareholder suits: to survive a motion to dismiss derivative suit plaintiffs must allege specific facts to establish that a pre-suit demand on the board of directors is excused; however, until that

---

3 James D. Cox & Randall S. Thomas, *Delaware’s Retreat: Exploring Developing Fissures and Tectonic Shifts in Delaware Corporate Law*, 42 DEL. J. CORP. L. 323 (2018). This trend toward litigation focused on disclosure picks up a good deal of speed following *Corwin v. KKR Fin. Holdings LLC*, 125 A.3d 304 (Del. 2015), as the Delaware Supreme Court held that, at least when self-dealing is not alleged, a fully informed non-coerced vote of the shareholders insulates the transaction from review for misconduct such as claims the board of directors did not fulfill its duties under *Revlon*.
4 Cain et al., *supra* note 2, at 623.
5 Cain et al., *supra* note 2, at 613-18.
is determined, the plaintiff is denied discovery to obtain the facts necessary to so plead. Absent access to company records and documents, the plaintiff is limited to information that is public, which is frequently less robust than the materials in the company’s possession so that the resulting derivative complaint is less developed and likely not to survive a motion to dismiss. In data that we hand collected for this article, we show that the tools at hand doctrine has been the source of information for a large number of derivative suits, and that such access is associated with overall successful outcomes for the suits. Equally significant is the data shows that since the tools at hand doctrine came into existence there has been both a dramatic increase in the amount of books and records litigation but the litigation that now occurs in this area is much more intense, essentially supplementing if not displacing in some instances suits focused on the underlying claims. Books and records suits are the new battleground in shareholder litigation.

The tools at hand have not been widely used in merger litigation. While *Revlon* and *Weinberger* deal litigation was escalating to unprecedented levels, plaintiffs rarely use the tools at hand doctrine in those cases. Instead, the norm is to quickly file these cases without pre-filing discovery. Much of such litigation is unrelated to the substantive merits of the legal claim of unfairness but plays on wresting peppercorn settlements with fee awards to the plaintiffs’ counsel based on modest disclosure or governance enhancements by the defendants. Supporting this critical view are the rapid increase in the amount of deal litigation, the short interval after a deal is announced that challenging suits are filed, and the evidence that settlements rarely yield observable gains to their shareholders. For our purposes though, what is key is that when these factors are combined with the dramatic rise in deal litigation after the development of the tools at hand doctrine, there can be serious cause to wonder whether that doctrine has failed in its mission in the deal litigation arena: facilitating stronger complaints for suits filed and discouraging pursuit of suits lacking merit. Yet, for a number of years, the Delaware courts did little to address this problem.6

Eventually in 2014-2015, the Delaware courts decided to take action to curtail the deal litigation explosion by making critical changes to the underlying substantive legal standards in

---

6 They also ignored many of the innovations in the federal securities class action area introduced by the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act (PSLRA). For a discussion of these innovations, see James D. Cox & Randall S. Thomas, *Does the Plaintiff Matter? An Empirical Analysis of Lead Plaintiffs in Securities Class Actions*, 106 COLUM. L. REV. 1587, 1588 (2006).
these types of M&A lawsuits. In two important decisions, *Corwin v. KKR Fin. Holdings LLC*, *(Corwin)*\(^7\) and *Kahn v. M&F Worldwide Corp. (MFW)*, *(MFW)*\(^8\), the Delaware Supreme Court blessed the use of shareholder ratification as a means to dismissing shareholder M&A class actions. *Corwin* fundamentally qualified the legal standards in *Revlon* cases so that a fully informed, uncoerced shareholder vote approving a merger will result in the application of the highly deferential business judgment standard for judicial review of the directors’ conduct of the sale. *MFW* attached the same effect to fully informed shareholder ratification by a majority of the minority vote in control shareholder mergers when coupled with the approval of a special committee of independent target firm directors. And, the Delaware court’s frustration with the plaintiffs’ bar most directly was manifested in *In re Trulia Inc. Stockholder Litigation* *(In re Trulia)*\(^9\) announcing that disclosure only settlements (and importantly, the fee awards in such settlements) will be approved only where the disclosures are “plainly material.” *In re Trulia* thus closes the Delaware courts to the broad practice of attorneys filing questionable suits with an eye toward garnering fees through a quick settlement that provides minimal additional disclosures.\(^{10}\)

Crucially, the Delaware courts went further and allowed defendants to win dismissal in such cases based on a motion to dismiss, and did so without permitting the plaintiffs merits-based discovery.\(^{11}\) While Delaware might have reached this point by deploying stronger procedural devices by tweaking the standards to apply in such cases, as was the Congress’ response in the PSLRA to alleged abuses surrounding securities class actions, Delaware instead chose to redefine its substantive law to focus intensely on shareholder ratification. Effectively, this means that plaintiffs need to plead that the shareholder vote was not fully informed to avoid the preclusive effect of *Corwin* and *MFW*. But, as observed earlier, this is a task that absent the tools at hand can only be accomplished by using only publicly disclosed information.

---

\(^7\) 125 A.3d 304 (Del. 2015).

\(^8\) 88 A.3d 635 (Del. 2014).


\(^10\) The existing empirical evidence suggests that much of that litigation has out migrated to the federal courts. Cite to Shifting Tides paper.

Suddenly the tools at hand became vital to plaintiffs in merger litigation as a backdoor method of obtaining pre-filing discovery. As with derivative litigation, the Delaware courts attempted to encourage greater responsibility on the plaintiffs’ bar in filing class actions than the record to date shows it has generally demonstrated. We might therefore see Corwin and MFW as a substantive response to plaintiffs’ failure in such suits to more frequently use the tools at hand in merger litigation.

Corwin, MFW and Trulia have overshadowed the value of the tools at hand doctrine. Despite the questionable record of deal litigation, we show not only how the doctrine is complimentary to the substantive and procedural tools the Delaware courts have established to address the deal litigation tsunami, but more importantly, our foremost contribution is to show empirically how resort to the tools at hand has increased exponentially and that use of the doctrine is associated with socially positive outcomes as the data below is consistent with books and records litigation serving a winnowing process –leading to dismissal or non-pursuit of suits as well as strengthening the claims in other suits. Just as facts gathered through a Section 220 records request may provide the basis for excusing a demand requirement in the case of a derivative suit, such as the access providing facts to plead with particularity so as the raise a reasonable doubt that a majority of the directors are independent, so might the request unearth facts suggesting a breach of fiduciary duty or facts that should have been disclosed in a matter submitted to the shareholders for approval.

We closely examine below the great utility of the tools at hand doctrine in facilitating the advancement of meritorious shareholder litigation. Since the doctrine was firmly embraced by the Delaware courts there has been a dramatic, nearly 13 times increase, in Section 220 inspection requests directed toward investigating possible management misconduct. Moreover, the evidence we gather supports the belief the proceedings are often not summary but hard fought surrogate litigation probing the extent of management misconduct. Our results are consistent with the view the broad use of the tools at hand doctrine provides a valuable mechanism for sorting strong cases from others, and likely facilitates settlements as well. Despite these virtues, the tools at hand doctrine is vulnerable on two fronts.
First, private ordering is very much in the winds in Delaware, with the breeze stimulated by the Delaware Supreme Court’s full embrace in *Boilermakers Local 154 Ret. Fd. v. Chevron*,12 upholding a forum selection bylaw adopted unilaterally by the board of directors on the basis the corporation’s charter empowered the board to adopt bylaws and the substance of the bylaw was appropriate for inclusion in a bylaw. In a post-*Boilermaker* world there is cause to wonder whether a duly adopted bylaw may so qualify a shareholder’s access to the books and records to determine if officers or directors have misbehaved as to weaken the operation of the tools at hand doctrine. We later review a few modern developments that elevate this fear. However, we are more deeply concerned that the positive effects our data reflects the tools at hands doctrine has had in the non-corporate setting, most notably litigation within LLPs and LLCs, will be short lived. A central attraction of these business forms is the statutory imprimatur for private ordering. As reviewed below the inspection rights of their owners is not enshrined with the same strong public policy on which Section 220 inspections are based. At the same time, there is no reason to believe that owner concerns for management misbehavior is less likely in a non-corporate form of business.

Second, the incentives that plaintiffs have to use Section 220 have been severely undercut by the Delaware Supreme Court’s 2018 decision in *California State Teachers’ Retirement System v. Alvarez*.13 There the New York Times published a story that provided extensive details concerning a Walmart subsidiary in Mexico engaging in bribery as well as a cover-up by Walmart executives. One group of Walmart shareholders filed a lawsuit in Delaware that was stayed by the Chancellor who admonished them to file a Section 220 inspection case, which they then did. A second group of investors filed a derivative suit against the company in Arkansas federal court without using the books and records statute. Initially, the Arkansas court stayed its action to allow the Delaware 220 action to proceed, but after numerous delays in Delaware, ultimately decided to dismiss the Arkansas case for failure to make demand on the directors. The Delaware Supreme Court subsequently decided that the decision of the Arkansas court barred the Delaware plaintiffs from pursuing their merits case.

---

12 73 A.3d 934 (Del. Ch. 2013).
13 179 A.3d 824 (Del. 2018).
While the Delaware decision may have correctly applied earlier precedents according preclusive effect to the dismissal of another court’s derivative suit, the net effect of the *Alvarez* decision is to penalize diligent plaintiffs that investigate potential wrongdoing using the books and records statute before filing their merits based action to the benefit of less careful law firms that hastily file and litigate shareholder suits in search of quick settlements.\(^\text{14}\) We thus may view *Alvarez* as not just an unintended consequence of the tools at hand doctrine but also severely restricting its use.

This article proceeds as follows. In Section II, we review the operation of Section 220 with a sharp eye toward its use in shareholder litigation as a discovery mechanism because of the Delaware courts’ development and application of the tools at hand doctrine. Section III closely examines the role the doctrine plays in *Revlon* and *Weinberger* inspired suits especially after their recent modification by the *Corwin* and *MFW* decisions. We develop how the Delaware courts have forced plaintiffs to use Section 220 as a pre-filing discovery tool in M&A litigation and how recent opinions in this context underscore the great benefits plaintiffs have reaped in M&A deal litigation by deploying Section 220 to obtain the information needed in drafting their complaint’s allegations.

In Section IV, we present our empirical analysis of the evolution of Section 220 and the tools at hand doctrine. Using our prior empirical study of Section 220, in section A we show that during that earlier time period (1981-1994) Section 220 was primarily used by plaintiffs that were seeking to obtain the company’s stocklist and much less frequently sought to obtain books and records. The median successful stocklist litigation took about one month to be resolved; unsuccessful stocklist litigation took two months. Books and records cases took longer to resolve: the median successful litigation lasted three months, while unsuccessful litigant would need to wait nine months. In both types of cases, the parties expended substantial resources to resolve the petitioner’s rights under Section 220.

In recent years, there has been an explosion in Section 220 litigation. Using a new hand-collected sample of all 699 corporate cases and 154 LLC/LP cases from 2004-2018, we find that

\(^{14}\) It also creates strong incentives for defendants to delay and prolong books and records cases, despite the fact that Section 220 is intended to be a summary proceeding. [cite]
books and records demands far exceed stocklist requests, although a significant number of cases request both types of documents. We also find differences in the frequency, length, intensity and outcome in these actions from those brought in the earlier time period. Overall, these data show a thirteen-fold expansion of the use of Section 220 in recent years.

However, there are some indications that this trend has created pressure to rein in shareholder inspection rights. In Section V, we show that although the Delaware legislature and courts have generally been supportive of reasonable restrictions on the rights of shareholders, Delaware LLCs and LPs may be acting through their formative documents to weaken shareholders’ inspection rights contractually. We begin Section V by discussing the restrictions that the Delaware courts have approved, and then look at how limited partnerships and LLCs have used private contracting to shape their investors’ inspection rights. Finally, we present data on plaintiffs’ inspection demands in LLC/LPs. The overall results are similar to those for corporations.

Section VI considers Alvarez’s multiple impacts from the tools at hand doctrine going forward. In particular, we are concerned about the bad incentives it gives to defendants to conduct reverse auctions. In these situations, defendants settle cases with the weaker members of the plaintiffs’ bar at the expense of the better plaintiffs’ law firms that to file Section 220 cases to uncover solid evidence of corporate wrongdoing before bringing their merits-based cases.

We conclude by observing that Delaware should resolve the paradox its court have created. The Delaware Supreme Court has admonished plaintiffs to use Section 220 before they file shareholder litigation. The plaintiffs’ bar heeded the courts and has brought increasing numbers of books and records suits. Now, in Alvarez, the Delaware Supreme Court has increased the peril of heeding the court’s earlier advice to use the tools at hand. We argue that the Delaware courts and legislature should be more protective of inspection rights, as they are one of the few areas where shareholders’ rights are mandatory in nature, and that they need to be strong if they are to give investors the information that they need to monitor management effectively, especially after Corwin and MFW. We believe this same policy should apply to LLPs and LLCs.

so that inspection rights should be protected from qualification to the same extent as in the corporate entity.

II. Genesis of the Tools at Hand

Delaware General Corporation Law Section 220(b) embraces and protects one of the central ownership rights stockholders have, that is, the right to inspect the books and records of a Delaware corporation. Courts hold that this right “cannot be eliminated or limited by a provision in a corporation’s certificate of incorporation.” That right is not absolute but conditional because access is contingent upon the stockholder “demonstrat[ing] a proper purpose for making such a demand.” The statute defines a “proper purpose” as “a purpose reasonably related to such person's interest as a stockholder.” Examples of established proper purposes include, but are not limited to, investigating corporate mismanagement, ascertaining the value of stock, soliciting other stockholders’ support of derivative action, investigating the independence of a special litigation committee for its demand-refusal decision, and

16 Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 220(b) (West 2010). Examples of documents that are available include “corporate accounting records; minutes of all meetings of the shareholders, board of directors, and board committees; stocklist materials; the corporation’s certificate of incorporation; corporate bylaws; written communications to shareholders; and copies of resolutions creating one or more classes of stock. ‘Books and records’ may also include documents relating to allegedly wrongful transactions.” Thomas & Martin, supra note 11, at 84.


20 § 220(b).

21 For a more detailed discussion of established proper purposes, see Donald J. Wolfe, Jr. & Michael A. Pittenger, Corporate and Commercial Practice in the Delaware Court of Chancery § 9.07[e][1] (2d ed. 2018); Edward P. Welch et al., Folk on the Delaware General Corporation Law § 220.05 (6th ed. 2014).


communicating with other stockholders in order to effectuate management policy changes. A stockholder seeking books and records bears the burden on demonstrating a proper purpose for their request. The Court of Chancery has discretion to refuse an inspection for an improper purpose. For example, any request based on a purpose that is “adverse to the corporation's best interest” will be denied.

The breadth of the shareholder’s inspection right is underscored by it not being necessary that the plaintiff establish the proper purpose by a preponderance of the evidence. Instead, to survive a motion to dismiss in a Section 220 case for pre-suit discovery, the stockholder must demonstrate a proper purpose based on “evidence that established a credible basis that the Court of Chancery could infer there were legitimate issues of possible waste, mismanagement or wrongdoing that warranted further investigation.” In other words, to satisfy:

“the burden of proof necessary to succeed at trial [in a 220 action], a plaintiff seeking inspection for these purposes is obligated to demonstrate only some credible evidence of possible mismanagement sufficient to warrant further investigation to determine whether such activity is, in fact, afoot. . . . the Court of Chancery has observed that the so-called ‘credible basis’ standard sets ‘the lowest possible burden of proof’” on the plaintiff shareholder.

---

27 Thomas & Martin, supra note 11, at 85.
30 Wolfe & Pittenger, supra note 24, at § 9.07[e][2].

A stockholder is “not required to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that waste and [mis]management are actually occurring.” Stockholders need only show, by a preponderance of the evidence, a credible basis from which the Court of Chancery can infer there is possible mismanagement that would warrant further investigation – a showing that “may ultimately fall well short of demonstrating that anything wrong occurred. Id. at 123 (alteration in original).

The credible basis requirement thus qualifies by rendering more specific the showing that the shareholder meets the “proper purpose” requirement set forth in Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 220(b) (West 2010). Some states have followed Delaware in similarly conditioning record requests on alleging a “credible basis” of misconduct when records are sought as a possible prelude for a shareholder suit. See e.g., Arctic Fin. Corp. v. OTR Express, Inc., 38 P.3d 701, 704 (Kan. 2002); Cain v. Merck & Co., 1 A.3d 834, 842-43 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2010) (finding guidance from Delaware to conclude that unsupported allegations of mismanagement do not present a proper purpose). Other courts adhere to the more general “proper purpose” standard but closely scrutinize the request for information supporting the presence of wrongdoing. See e.g., Chitwood v. Vertex Pharm., Inc., 71 N.E.3d 492, 501 (Mass. 2017) ("request granted it there is “reasonable inference . . . that would tend to indicate the existence of corporate wrongdoing or mismanagement”).

32 Wolfe & Pittenger, supra note 24, at § 9.07[e][2].
As such, the evidentiary standard to gain access is much lower than the test applied by courts in deciding if the allegations of a complaint are sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss. The lower standard enables plaintiffs in Section 220 actions to make requests that will lead to additional discovery of potential management wrongdoing even though they lack sufficient evidence to bring such a claim directly. However, the credible basis standard provides some protection to corporations as well. In particular, the Delaware courts have stated that the credible basis standard threshold is an important safeguard against “fishing expeditions.” In addition, even a successful plaintiff is limited to obtaining those documents that are “necessary and essential” to achieving the plaintiffs’ stated purpose.

Under Section 220(c) of the DGCL, the Court of Chancery enjoys broad discretion to “prescribe any limitations or conditions with reference to” a books and records inspection. Courts may, and customarily do, condition inspections on the entry of a reasonable confidentiality order. The Delaware Supreme Court in Tiger v. Boast Apparel, Inc. recently took a balanced approach to the question of confidentiality, holding that, even though inspections are not subject to a presumption of confidentiality, courts are to weigh the stockholder's legitimate interests in free communication against the corporation's legitimate interests in confidentiality in considering the corporation’s request for protecting the discovered information.

A stockholder is permitted to obtain copies of books and records that “address the crux of the shareholder's purpose and if that information is unavailable from another source.” Additionally, the Delaware courts have required that a stockholder sign a confidentiality

33 Id.
34 Seinfeld, 909 A.2d at 122.
35 Saito v. McKesson HBC, Inc., 806 A.2d 113, 116 (Del. 2002) (citation omitted); see also Helmsman Mgmt. Servs., Inc. v. A & S Consultants, Inc., 525 A.2d 160, 167 (Del. Ch. 1987). In addition to stating a proper purpose, a stockholder seeking a Section 220 inspection must satisfy certain form and manner requirements outlined in the statute. See West Coast Mgmt. & Capital, LLC v. Carrier Access Corp., 914 A.2d 636, 641 (Del. Ch. 2006) (citing Highland Select Equity Fund, L.P. v. Motient Corp., 906 A.2d 156, 163 (Del. Ch. 2006)). For example, a stockholder is required to serve a “written demand under oath stating the purpose thereof … directed to the corporation at its registered office in [Delaware] or at its principal place of business.” Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, §220(b) (West 2010). If the corporation refuses to permit the demanded inspection or fails to respond “to the demand within 5 business days after the demand has been made, the stockholder may apply to the Court of Chancery for an order to compel such inspection.” Id. at § 220(c). When filing a Section 220 complaint, the plaintiff stockholder is required to attach proof of being a stockholder of record. Id.
agreement when nonpublic information is sought, such as when the inspection involves documents that reflect sales strategies and valuations. Documents obtained under a Section 220 action that are subject to a confidentiality agreement “will remain confidential unless the stockholder concludes that grounds exist to initiate litigation and the court in which that proceeding is brought determines to include those documents in the public record.”

In other settings, the Delaware courts have held that plaintiffs must show “a proper purpose and make specific and discrete identification, with rifled precision, of the documents sought.” Furthermore, a stockholder’s inspection right is “not open-ended; it is restricted to inspection of the books and records needed to perform the task…. and stockholders are not afforded the right to engage in “wide ranging discovery that would be available in support of litigation.” As seen, access linked to possible shareholder litigation is conditioned on allegations setting forth a credible basis of misconduct.

Books and records requests may uncover information leading to the shareholder litigation alleging breaches of fiduciary duties. State law breach of fiduciary duty claims can be either class action claims (direct injuries to the shareholder) or derivative claims (injury to the corporation resulting in indirect harm to the shareholders). In derivative litigation, the board of directors normally decides whether the corporation should file a suit and, absent some disqualifying event, the plaintiff must first request that the board bring the action. In Delaware, a plaintiff bringing a derivative suit that makes demand on the board of directors concedes that the board has the power to choose whether to pursue the action. As a result, plaintiffs seek to avoid asking the board’s permission to bring the case by claiming that the directors are disqualified from doing so because they have breached their fiduciary duties.

41 Disney, 857 A.2d at 450; see also Stone v. Ritter, No. 1570-N, 2005 Del. Ch. LEXIS 146, at *4 (Del. Ch. Sept. 26, 2005) (“there is a reasonable expectation that confidential information produced in the books and records context will be treated as confidential unless and until disclosed in the course of litigation or pursuant to some other legal requirement.”).
The difficulty with this path is that the plaintiff must allege with particularity facts that create a reasonable doubt that making demand on the defendant directors is futile.\textsuperscript{46} However, “the law in Delaware is settled that plaintiffs in a derivative suit are not entitled to discovery to assist their compliance with the particularized pleading requirement of Rule 23.1 in a case of demand refusal.”\textsuperscript{47} In light of this barrier to discovery, in the seminal Delaware case, \textit{Rales v. Blasband},\textsuperscript{48} the Delaware Supreme Court urged derivative plaintiffs to use Section 220, the so-called tools at hand,\textsuperscript{49} to meet the particularization requirement to excuse a demand.\textsuperscript{50} That is, \textit{Rales} provides the basis for shareholders to employ Section 220 as a form of pre-suit discovery. As of the time of that case, 1993, \textit{Rales} observed that “little use has been made of Section 220 as an information-gathering tool in the derivative context.”\textsuperscript{51} A few years later, the Delaware Supreme Court decided \textit{Grimes v. Donald},\textsuperscript{52} where the court, in dismissing the case on the grounds that the plaintiff had failed to establish demand futility, underscored the important function Section 220 provides: “If the stockholder cannot plead such assertions consistent with Chancery Rule 11, after using the ‘tools at hand’ to obtain the necessary information before filing a derivative action, then the stockholder must make a pre-suit demand on the board.”\textsuperscript{53}

However, as our empirical data discussed below show, plaintiffs were slow to appreciate the importance of the “tools at hand” doctrine. In particular, they appear to have only pursued this route more frequently after the Delaware Supreme Court’s 2000 decision in \textit{Brehm v. Eisner}.\textsuperscript{54} In that case, the plaintiff shareholders had attacked the Disney board’s decision to offer a lucrative employment contract to Michael Ovitz, which paid out $140 million to Ovitz when he left just 14 months after joining Disney. The complaint was replete with allegations based on publicly available information, but in part because of the discovery stay under Delaware law, it largely failed to survive a motion to dismiss.\textsuperscript{55} The plaintiffs complained that the Delaware discovery stay

\textsuperscript{46} This requires them to show enough to “create a reasonable doubt either that: (1) a majority of the board is independent for purposes of responding to the demand or refusing the demand; or (2) the challenged action is protected by the business judgment rule.” Thomas & Martin, \textit{supra} note 11, at 82.
\textsuperscript{47} Scattered Corp. v. Chicago Stock Exch., Inc., 701 A.2d 70, 77 (Del. 1997).
\textsuperscript{48} \textit{Rales v. Blasband}, 634 A.2d 927 (Del. 1993).
\textsuperscript{49} \textit{Id.} at 934–35 n.10.
\textsuperscript{50} Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805 (Del. 1984).
\textsuperscript{51} \textit{Rales}, 634 A.2d at 934 n.10.
\textsuperscript{52} \textit{Grimes v. Donald}, 673 A.2d 1207 (Del. 1996) (en banc).
\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Id.} at 1216.
\textsuperscript{54} 746 A.2d 244 (Del. 2000).
\textsuperscript{55} \textit{Id.} at 267.
was unfair and made their job of pleading demand futility impossible. The Delaware Supreme Court rejected this contention, stating that:

“Plaintiffs may well have the “tools at hand” to develop the necessary facts for pleading purposes. For example, plaintiffs may seek relevant books and records of the corporation under Section 220 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, if they can ultimately bear the burden of showing a proper purpose and make specific and discrete identification, with rifled precision, of the documents sought. Further, they must establish that each category of books and records is essential to the accomplishment of their articulated purpose for the inspection.”

Since Brehm, this standard has been invoked many times by the Delaware courts. In fact, the Court of Chancery has stated that “[a]fter repeated admonitions of the Supreme Court to use the ‘tools at hand’… lawyers who fail to use those tools to craft their pleadings do so at their peril.” Our data examined below supports the view that a good many plaintiffs avoid the perils of not accessing the company’s books and records when considering pursuing claims of misconduct.

III. The Interface of Corwin, MFW and the Tools at Hand Doctrine

56 Id. at 266.
57 Id. at 266-67.
58 See, e.g., Seinfeld v. Verizon Commc’ns, Inc., 909 A.2d 117, 120 (Del. 2006); King v. VeriFone Holdings, Inc., 12 A.3d 1140, 1145 (Del. 2011). In Verizon, the Supreme Court said:

More than a decade ago, we noted that “[s]urprisingly, little use has been made of Section 220 as an information-gathering tool in the derivative [suit] context.” Today, however, stockholders who have concerns about corporate governance are increasingly making a broad array of Section 220 demands. The rise in books and records litigation is directly attributable to this Court’s encouragement of stockholders, who can show a proper purpose, to use the “tools at hand” to obtain the necessary information before filing a derivative action. Section 220 is now recognized as “an important part of the corporate governance landscape.”


In recent years, the vast majority of M&A transactions involving Delaware corporations have attracted class action shareholder litigation. These cases frequently challenge the actions of the target firm’s board of directors in the conduct of a sale of the company, or in the context of mergers involving a controlling shareholder. In both instances, prior to 2014, the shareholder litigant benefited from plaintiff-friendly litigation standards. In particular, prior to 2014, Delaware did not have a reliable method to deter frivolous M&A lawsuits: the well-accepted practice was for the plaintiffs to file their cases quickly after the announcement of the proposed deal. One study found that the vast majority of acquisition-oriented class actions were filed within three days of the public disclosure of the deal. By contrast, only a small minority of derivative suits were quickly filed, perhaps reflecting the tighter constraints on these suits arising out of the demand requirement and discovery stay. Not surprisingly, our data discussed below show that class action deal litigation did not widely use the tools at hand doctrine apparently because of the long delays involved in litigating Section 220 actions.

Alternative paths were proposed but not followed. For instance, Delaware only sparingly borrowed from the federal Private Securities Litigation Reform Act’s arsenal to address baseless securities claims; Delaware limited its action to judicial selection of a lead plaintiff, the claimant with the largest ownership interest, but only in the very narrow limited instance where competing counsel were unable to resolve this choice. Perhaps because of this inertia, over the course of the 2000’s there was a sharp increase in the number of deal lawsuits, until by 2013 it was widely recognized that a crisis was on hand. The M&A lawsuit explosion put pressure on the Delaware courts and legislature to take action, which ultimately led them to weaken the substantive law in the area and substitute shareholder ratification voting for close judicial
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scrutiny. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the two key cases Corwin and MFW, and associated substantive changes that they made to Delaware law.

A. Revlon and Corwin

Revlon is a landmark corporate law case that stands for the proposition that the directors of Delaware corporations (and about half the other states ruling on the issue)\(^66\) when faced with a sale of the company are subject to enhanced scrutiny to establish they acted independently and in good faith to pursue the best offer reasonably available. In other words, in sales of control, the board often enjoys none of the favorable presumptions commonly associated with the business judgment rule.

In Revlon itself and leading cases applying it, the Delaware courts have applied heightened judicial scrutiny for directorial actions in a sale of control. Often these were cases where the directors appeared to prefer one bidder in a bidding competition involving two bidders. For example, the Delaware Supreme Court in Revlon determined that, based on perceived conflicts of interest of the directors and apparent favoritism, the board had discriminated unfairly between the competing bidders. However, directorial laxity can also be found, and with some consistency, when there was but a single bidder.\(^67\)

Revlon’s impact was recently constrained in Corwin v. KKR Fin. Holdings LLC.\(^68\) In an acquisition not involving self-dealing the Delaware Supreme Court greatly limited disclosure violation claims by holding that, in an arms-length M&A transaction where the directors suffered no explicit conflict of interest, a fully informed non-coerced vote of approval by the disinterested stockholders invokes the business judgment rule.\(^69\) Corwin waxed exuberant about the protective effects of such a vote:


\(^{67}\) [cites]

\(^{68}\) 125 A.3d 304 (Del. 2015).

\(^{69}\) Id. at 308-09.
“When the real parties in interest—the disinterested equity owners—can easily protect themselves at the ballot box by simply voting no, the utility of a litigation-intrusive standard of review promises more costs to the stockholders in the form of litigation rents and inhibitions on risk-taking than it promises in terms of benefits to them.”  

As two of us have explained more fully elsewhere, Corwin is significant for two reasons. First, when its conditions are satisfied, it promotes stockholder approval as a mechanism for supplanting Revlon. Second, and more importantly, it sanctions the use of statutory shareholder approval, that is, the shareholder vote compelled by statute for the transaction to be duly undertaken, as a replacement for a separate ratification vote of any Revlon violations. However, as we discuss more fully below, in this paper we focus on Corwin’s impact on the plaintiffs’ need for pre-filing discovery if it wants to survive a defendant’s motion to dismiss.

B. Weinberger and MFW

Under long-standing Delaware law, controlling shareholders self-dealing conduct triggers a close judicial review of its actions under the entire fairness doctrine. This standard was famously applied by the Delaware Supreme Court in Weinberger v. UOP, Inc. Weinberger’s entire fairness test has teeth. However, the fact that the standard is stringent gives all shareholder plaintiffs’ claims, even frivolous ones, value in the litigation settlement process. In other words, the defendants have great difficulty winning a motion to dismiss in pre-trial motion practice, which incentivizes plaintiffs to bring even weak cases.

The Delaware Supreme Court in Kahn v. M&F Worldwide addressed this problem. There, the controlling shareholder engaged in a typical self-dealing squeeze out of the minority shareholders but added several conditions, especially the approval of an independent special
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committee and shareholder approval by a fully-informed uncoerced majority of the minority shareholder vote. The court reviewed these conditions, then applied the business judgment standard of review, stating a new set of rules:

“[I]n controller buyouts, the business judgment standard of review will be applied if and only if: (i) the controller conditions the procession of the transaction on the approval of both a Special Committee and a majority vote of the minority shareholders; (ii) the Special Committee is independent; (iii) the Special Committee is empowered to freely select its own advisors and to say no definitively; (iv) the Special Committee meets its duty of care in negotiating a fair price; (v) the vote of the minority is informed; and (vi) there is no coercion of the minority.”\(^{76}\)

\(MFW\) appears to have brought about the desired decrease in the number of these shareholder suits. In reviewing the recent cases, it appears that well-counselled controllers are following the steps set forth in \(MFW\), earning the desired dismissals of suits challenging self dealing acquisitions. Predictably, the Chancery Court has blazed the path for early stage dismissals, including cutting off discovery for plaintiffs faced with motions to dismiss.\(^ {77}\) Nonetheless, litigation and the tools at hand remain viable for self-dealing acquisitions even after \(MFW\). The Delaware Supreme Court’s recent decision in \(Flood\ v.\ Synutra International\) illustrates the role Section 220 discovery has where defendants invoke \(MFW\). The acquisition was structured pursuant to \(MFW\) but the company failed to disclose details regarding the steps and most importantly when each of the approval steps was instituted. The Court decided that the corporation is required to show that the controlling shareholder had agreed to all of the \(MFW\) conditions \textit{prior} to the commencement of impaneling the purported negotiating committee. \(Flood\’s\) link to the tools at hand is that this information will likely require the plaintiff to obtain discovery or use the tools at hand in order to find out when, if ever, the independent special committee took action.\(^ {78}\) \(MFW\) requires that the defendants deploy both an empowered independent committee and a fully informed, uncoerced majority of the minority shareholder vote in order for the defendants to obtain the protections of the business judgment rule.

\(^{76}\) \textit{Id.} at 645 (emphasis in original).


\(^{78}\) \textit{Flood v. Synutra Int., Inc.}, 195 A.3d 754 (Del. Oct. 9, 2018). The plaintiffs did not employ the tools at hand in this case.
However, the *MFW* decision did not explicitly require that the negotiating committee be empowered at the time of the initial contact between the controlling shareholder and the committee. In *Flood*, the court decided that a controlling shareholder need only agree to the protective conditions required by *MFW* “before there has been any economic horse trading.” As the dissenting justice pointed out, the decision makes it more difficult for the plaintiff to plead that these protective conditions had not been satisfied, thereby increasing the importance of pre-filing discovery as a means of uncovering when the key events occurred. *Flood* increases the importance of shareholder inspection rights in *MFW* cases.

From the plaintiffs’ perspective though these cases create barriers to filing even highly meritorious cases when the defendants’ public disclosures do not exhibit obvious deficiencies. Hence, the tools at hand doctrine has even greater importance to shareholders considering a challenge to self-dealing acquisitions effected pursuant to the *MFW* formulation.

C. Getting Pre-Filing Discovery in *Corwin* and *MFW* Cases

*Corwin* and *MFW*’s focus on shareholder ratification and their effect in imposing the business judgment standard of review means that directors’ decisions in M&A transactions will go virtually without review unless their conditions are not satisfied. As a practical matter, shareholder approval is virtually always assured: empirical data in the note below show that in M&A transactions the shareholders almost inevitably approve the deal. However, if it is established that the shareholder vote is not fully informed, heightened judicial review standards will apply so that the plaintiffs have a chance to make their case on the merits. Within this context, skeptical shareholders minimally need an effective method for determining if the merging companies are making complete disclosure of all their material actions in the sale of a
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79 Id. at 756.
80 We illustrate this point using data from Professor Morgan Rick’s database on mergers and acquisitions. His data cover all mergers and acquisitions involving U.S. public company targets, signed after January 1, 1996 and concluded by March 31, 2017. The minimal size deals included in the database is $1 billion and there are a total of 1,620 deals in it. In all, only five deals were rejected by shareholders and an additional 17 deals were withdrawn before completion, some of which may have been withdrawn because of an anticipated negative shareholder vote. If all 22 transactions are counted as rejected deals (which is probably an overestimate), then only 1.3% of mergers fail from lack of shareholder approval. We thank Professor Ricks for sharing this data.
company. Resort only to information already in the public domain to support a complaint’s allegations that the proxy materials were materially misleading is generally insufficient for this purpose in most cases. However, the company’s books and records can reveal discrepancies or just fundamental omissions between the public disclosures made concerning the transaction and the reality behind those disclosures.81 In this paper, we focus primarily on Section 220 of the Delaware General Corporation Law (“DGCL”), which has become an important mechanism for pre-filing discovery for any shareholder.82

1. Using Section 220 to Revive Revlon/Weinberger Claims

Today, defendants commonly move to dismiss Revlon and Weinberger cases when deal litigation is filed.83 In such a setting, to survive a motion to dismiss under Chancery Court Rule 12(b)(6), the complaint must plead facts which are sufficient to show that they would be able to recover under a reasonably conceivable set of circumstances susceptible of proof without the

81 Shortly after Corwin was decided, enterprising defense counsel sought, albeit unsuccessfully, to extend Corwin to also insulate the corporation from the inspection request a shareholder had launched to challenge the merger. In Lavin v. West Corporation No. 2017-0547-JRS, 2017 WL 6728702 (Del. Ch. Dec. 29, 2017), the defendants interjected a novel extension of Corwin, arguing that under Corwin not only does shareholder ratification protect the transaction but collaterally bars a Section 220 request that alleges misconduct in connection with the underlying transaction. Vice Chancellor Slights ruled in Lavin’s favor, although he limited the documents provided to Lavin. Id. at *7.

In reaching this conclusion, the Vice Chancellor provided valuable guidance about the scope of Section 220 in a Revlon case involving a Corwin defense. After noting that plaintiffs in Revlon cases should anticipate a Corwin defense, he praised Lavin for utilizing Section 220 as a pre-suit discovery device, Id. at *9. (Vice-Chancellor Slights noted: ‘Although our courts primarily direct that encouragement (or admonition) to stockholders who intend to file derivative complaints where they will allege demand futility, the direction is equally applicable to stockholders who intend to file class action suits challenging transactions approved by a shareholder vote.” (citing Compaq Comp. Corp. v. Horton, 631 A.2d 1, 4 (Del. 1993)).stating that it would be “naïve” for a shareholder not to think that they would face a motion to dismiss based on Corwin if all they had on which to base their complaint were public documents. The Vice-Chancellor did cite an article by Joel Friedlander which claimed that Section 220 discovery is a “pale substitute” for expedited discovery in deal litigation. Id. at *9 n. 71.More significantly, the Vice Chancellor rejected the defendants’ argument that the court needed to adjudicate their Corwin defense in the context of a Section 220 action. “Corwin does not fit within the limited scope and purpose of a books and records action in this court…”[S]tockholders seeking books and records under Section 220 for the purpose of investigating mismanagement need not prove that wrongdoing or mismanagement actually occurred.” Id. at 9.

82 Some states impose restrictions on which shareholders are entitled to request a stocklist and/or books and records. See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 10-1602 (1994) (requiring that a shareholder have owned stock in the company for at least six months or hold more than 5% of the company’s stock in order to qualify to make an inspection).

83 Cain et al., supra note 2, at 623.
benefit of discovery.\textsuperscript{84} The Delaware courts have held that “compliance with the \textit{M\&F Worldwide} and \textit{Corwin} structures can be tested on a motion to dismiss.”\textsuperscript{85} In this situation, the burden is on the plaintiff to “identify a deficiency in the operative disclosure document, at which point the burden would fall on the defendants to establish that the alleged deficiency fails as a matter of law in order to secure the cleansing effect of the vote.”\textsuperscript{86} It is exceedingly difficult for a plaintiff to carry the burden of identifying material deficiencies in the defendants’ disclosures unless they have a viable avenue to obtain discovery.\textsuperscript{87} Given the degree of protection \textit{Corwin} and \textit{MFW} attach to transactions accompanied by a shareholder vote, and the difficulties that plaintiffs face in pleading material disclosure violations based solely on public information, Section 220 is an essential discovery mechanism for highly motivated plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{88}

The role of the tools at hand doctrine as a pre-filing discovery tool in M&A litigation involving \textit{Corwin} claims was recently illustrated in the Delaware Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Appel v. Berkman}.\textsuperscript{89} There, Appel challenged the directors’ disclosures relating to the cash sale of Diamond Resort International to private equity firm Apollo Global Management LLC in a friendly “two-step merger transaction involving a front-end tender offer followed by a back-end merger under Section 251(h).”\textsuperscript{90} While the transaction was pending, Appel filed a Section 220 action seeking books and records from the company.\textsuperscript{91} After the transaction closed, the company provided documents in the 220 case. The documents obtained were pivotal as they supported the complaint’s

\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Books-A-Million}, 2016 WL 5874974 at *6-7.
\textsuperscript{85} Id. at 7 (citing in note 2, “\textit{Swomley v. Schlecht}, 2014 WL 4470947, at *20 (Del. Ch. Aug. 27, 2014) (TRANSCRIPT), aff’d, 128 A.3d 992 (Del. 2015) (TABLE)” and also stating, “\textit{see MFW}, 67 A.3d at 504 (explaining that one purpose of the \textit{M\&F Worldwide} structure was to remedy a doctrinal situation in which there was “no feasible way for defendants to get [cases] dismissed on the pleadings”). Similar logic has been applied in motions to dismiss in the \textit{Corwin} setting. Singh v. Attenborough, 137 A.3d 151 (Del. 2016) (applying \textit{Corwin} and dismissing complaint at the pleading stage with no discovery).
\textsuperscript{87} As mentioned earlier, the need for pre-filing discovery has been heightened by the Delaware Supreme Court’s recent decision in \textit{Flood v. Synutra International, Inc.}, 195 A.3d 754 (Del. 2018).
\textsuperscript{88} Some plaintiffs’ counsels have been skeptical about the value of Section 220 proceedings as a substitute for discovery in an M&A case. Joel E. Friedlander, \textit{Vindicating the Duty of Loyalty: Using Data Points of Successful Stockholder Litigation as a Tool for Reform}, 72 BUS. LAW. 623, 648 (2017).
At present, there is no clear path for pleading a case that a sale process has been disloyally manipulated by an insider or a financial advisor. There are no longer disclosure settlements to object to. Bringing a preliminary injunction motion is self-defeating in light of \textit{Corwin}. Seeking expedited discovery in the absence of an injunction application is an uncertain proposition. Section 220 inspections are a pale substitute for expedited discovery.
\textsuperscript{89} 180 A.3d 1055, 1057 n.2 (Del. 2018).
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 1057.
\textsuperscript{91} Id. at 1059.
charge that the defendants’ Schedule 14d-9 had failed to disclose that “the company’s founder, largest shareholder, and still Chairman, Stephen J. Cloobeck, had abstained from supporting the procession of the merger discussions, and from ultimately approving the deal because: he was disappointed with the price and the Company’s management for not having run the business in a manner that would command a higher price, and that in his view, it was not the right time to sell the Company.” The Delaware Supreme Court accordingly held that the defendants had failed to disclose material facts necessary to make the disclosures made not misleading.

The Delaware Supreme Court’s decision in *Morrison v. Berry* also underscores the pivotal role a books and records request can play in a *Revlon* case in overcoming the *Corwin* defense of shareholder ratification. The case involved the sale of Fresh Market to the private equity firm Apollo Global Management LLC and Fresh Market’s founder Ray Berry in a friendly tender offer. While the tender offer was pending, Morrison filed a Section 220 action seeking books and records from the company. The company refused and the tender offer closed with a majority of the stock being validly tendered. Subsequently, litigation over the 220 demand resulted and the plaintiff successfully obtained books and records documents, leading her to file a breach of fiduciary duty case against the company’s directors. The plaintiff’s complaint alleged that Berry had “teamed up with Apollo to buy The Fresh Market at a discount by deceiving the Board” and misleading them “into believing that Ray Berry would open-mindedly consider partnering with any private equity firm willing to outbid Apollo” when Berry had “already entered into an undisclosed agreement with Apollo.”

The key document uncovered as a result of the inspection was a November 28, 2015 email between Fresh Market’s lawyers and the lawyers for Ray Berry that revealed Berry had entered into an agreement with Apollo months earlier -- in contradiction to what Berry had previously told the Fresh Market directors. The discovered emails supported the plaintiff’s complaint
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because it collaborated the fact that Berry had misled the Board about his willingness to work with alternative bidders. There was also an undisclosed “threat” contained in the email – Berry would sell his shares if the board did not sell the company-implying that he would be unwilling to partner with other bidders if those bidders offered a higher price. Furthermore, the November 28th email stated that Berry would rollover his shares of Fresh Market for shares in the acquisition entity (that is exchange his existing Fresh Market shares for shares in Apollo’s acquisition subsidiary) if Apollo was the winning bidder, thereby facilitating their acquisition. None of these things were disclosed to the shareholders.

Despite these damning revelations, the Chancery Court dismissed the suit agreeing with the defendants that under *Corwin* they were entitled to the protections of the business judgment rule because of the ratification effects of the successful tender offer. However, the Supreme Court reversed, stating that the emails gathered through the books and records request supported the complaint’s allegations that the defendants had failed to show that the vote was fully informed, because the defendants failed to disclose “troubling facts regarding director behavior…that would have been material to a voting shareholder.” But for the emails obtained in the books and records request, the defendants most assuredly would have ultimately prevailed.

*Revlon*-based duties are not, of course, the sole area in which the tools at hand doctrine works. Plaintiffs repeatedly use their inspection rights in controlling shareholder squeezeout transactions as well. For example, the plaintiffs in *Olenik v. Lodzinski* employed a Section 220 action to obtain the information that they needed in a controlling shareholder squeezeout case to avoid the effects of shareholder ratification under *MFW*. However, while the plaintiffs were successful in obtaining books and records using the statutory procedure, the Court found that they were still unable to establish that the defendants had made material misstatements or omissions about the directors’ conduct in the transaction and dismissed the case applying *MFW*.

The above recent decisions illustrate the critical importance of Section 220 today in shareholder litigation in Delaware. Not surprisingly, plaintiffs in numerous other contemporary
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98 The Delaware courts have extended *Corwin* to situations in which there is an “acceptance of a first-step tender offer by fully informed, disinterested, uncoerced stockholders representing a majority of a corporation’s outstanding shares in a two-step merger…” *In re Volcano Corp. Stockholder Litig.*, 143 A.3d 727, 743-44, 747 (Del. Ch. 2016).
99 *Morrison*, 191 A.3d at 275.
101 *Id.* at *2.
actions are deploying Section 220 in their quest to support prospective shareholder suit complaints with much needed non-public information so that they might survive motions to dismiss in suits under Corwin and MFW. Section 220 has of necessity become the principal means for plaintiffs seeking pre-suit discovery in an M&A transaction.

IV. Observing the Tools at Hand: An Empirical Analysis of How Use of Section 220 Has Evolved

How have litigants responded to the Delaware Supreme Court’s urging that they use Section 220 as a pre-suit discovery tool? In this part, we compare the results of two separate empirical studies on this question. The first study covers a thirteen-year period (1981-1994) that largely predates the Delaware Supreme Court’s 1993 decision in Rales v. Blasband that first embraced the tools at hand doctrine. The second study examines data from 2004 to 2016, which post-dates the 2000 Delaware Supreme Court decision in Brehm v. Eisner. Below we compare the results of these two studies to document the shifts in Section 220 litigation. As we will see, there has been a dramatic transformation in the frequency with which shareholders employ their inspection rights.

---


103 There is also the potential for discovery as part of an appraisal action in the wake of the Delaware courts’ decisions in the Cede & Co. v. Technicolor, Inc., 542 A.2d 1182 (Del. 1988), where the plaintiff Cinerama started out with an appraisal action and then filed a class action alleging breach of fiduciary duty once discovery was finished. It is at least theoretically possible that plaintiffs may be using appraisal actions as an alternative discovery device for filing class actions. While only time will tell if this is true, it strikes us as unlikely that stockholders would want to invest in a large block of target company stock, and leave their investment illiquid until the appraisal action is resolved through a settlement or a judgment, simply to get discovery for the purpose of determining whether to file a breach of fiduciary duty class action. Practitioners tell us that the investment strategies of the hedge funds that are driving appraisal litigation in Delaware are focused on the potential upside between the deal price and the underlying value of the target firms. In this situation, getting discovery from the appraisal case that might lead to filing a fiduciary duty case is at best a collateral benefit.
A. The First Study: 1981-1994

In the first study, published in 1997, two of the authors examined Section 220 cases including both stocklist cases and books and records litigation. At that time, all court records were kept in paper form; we therefore hand collected data from the Section 220 case files from the Delaware Chancery Court for New Castle County Delaware from 1981-1994. We compiled complete information on each of the stocklist and books and records actions. We note that we did not code LLC/LP cases separately in that study, but to the best of the authors’ recollection there were none in the sample. In the remainder of this section, we summarize the basic empirical findings from the earlier study.

The first important finding in the first study was that stocklist cases (91) were significantly more common than books and records filings (53). Recall that, as discussed earlier,

104 Before we discuss our empirical results, however, we need briefly to digress to note that many shareholder demands for documents do not lead to litigation. Knowledgeable Delaware attorneys say that once a shareholder makes a request for books and records, it is far more common for companies to produce some documents than to reject the investors’ demand and force them to file a lawsuit. Kevin Shannon, Corporate Litigation Partner, Potter Anderson Corroon LLP, Trending Developments: Dealing with Books and Records Inspection Demands at the Third Annual Symposium on Corporate Law (Oct. 12, 2018) (oral presentation). There are several reasons for this willingness of defendants to cooperate. First, it helps avoid the expense of litigation. Second, if the defendants do insist on litigation, there is a substantial risk that they will lose and have to produce the documents anyway. Third, the documents produced may help the defendants if they show that the disclosures were accurate. Fourth, if there is litigation, then the shareholder will get to present evidence to the court about the defendants’ alleged misconduct as part of establishing their right to the information, but the defendants will not be permitted to reply by presenting their own evidence. Finally, it is frequently the case that even once they get the documents, the plaintiffs do not bring a suit on the merits against the defendants. Id.

From our perspective, we are unable to determine how many such instances occur because we have no written record on which to assess them. In other words, we can only study what we can measure. It does mean, however, that our empirical analysis does not fully capture the full impact of the tools at hand doctrine on practitioners and companies.

105 Our procedure is laid out more fully in our earlier paper. Thomas & Martin, supra note 11, at 90.

106 While we coded all of the outcomes in the cases, we were faced with a data problem for cases that were dismissed voluntarily by the parties or the plaintiff alone. In this situation, it is often the case that the dismissal filings do not specify whether or not the plaintiff has received the stocklist and/or books and records. Given the small number of cases, we attempted to contact the attorneys of record to determine whether the documents were ultimately provided to the plaintiff. Where we were able to determine with certainty that the plaintiff had obtained some information in the case, we coded it as a dismissal with the stocklist/books and records. When we were unable to determine the outcome from the court filings and conversations with attorneys, we coded it as a dismissal without further information. Id. at 91. This had the effect of overstating the likelihood of failure for the plaintiffs. As we discuss below, in our more recent study, we used a different coding protocol for these cases.

107 The interested reader is referred to the original law review article if they wish to look at the tables for that study. Id. at 102-07.
the tools at hand doctrine was first developed by the Delaware Supreme Court in its *Rales* decision in 1993, so we did not expect to find any effect of the tools at hand doctrine on the cases included in the first study, except possibly for the period 1993-1994. For that one year window, 1993-1994, we found only a small change in Section 220 litigation.

A second finding of the first study was that the Chancery Court denied relief in a sizeable minority of stocklist cases (14%) and books and records cases (18%) that were litigated to a judicial conclusion. This suggests that plaintiffs were not always successful in their quest to “get the list” or access to any of the company’s books and records. Turning to the plaintiffs’ stated proper purposes, we found a wide variety of stated purposes, including contacting shareholders, valuing stock, investigating corporate wrongdoing or mismanagement, among others.\(^{108}\) The type of purpose stated did not seem to affect the likelihood of the plaintiffs succeeding in their litigation.

We also examined how long it took to resolve these cases. Stocklist cases proceeded more rapidly,\(^{109}\) whereas books and records filings took longer to resolve.\(^{110}\) Finally, in an effort to gauge the cost of these cases, we collected data on the number of pages of documents filed by the plaintiffs and the defendants in our cases. We found that on average the parties invested significant amounts of effort in litigating these cases.\(^{111}\) While these filing reflect effort and accompanying cost by both parties, they were still in the cost range below $50,000 for books and records cases and below $25,000 for stocklist cases.\(^{112}\)

---

\(^{108}\) The most common proper purpose for plaintiffs “is the desire to investigate potential corporate mismanagement, wrongdoing, or waste.” Melzer v. CNET Networks, Inc., 934 A.2d 912, 917 (Del. Ch. 2007).

\(^{109}\) Thomas & Martin, *supra* note 11, at 93 (successful plaintiffs obtained information approximately in a median time of one month and a mean time of three months; whereas, unsuccessful plaintiffs waited a median of two months and a mean of six months.)

\(^{110}\) *Id.* (successful shareholders median and mean delays were roughly three months and seven months, whereas the unsuccessful plaintiffs had mean and median delays of nine months and eleven months approximately).

\(^{111}\) For stocklist actions, successful plaintiffs filed a mean of 81 pages and a median of 39 pages, whereas defendants in those same actions filed a mean of 57 pages and a median of 18 pages of documents. Unsuccessful stocklist plaintiffs filed quite a few more pages on average (mean = 128) although the median was roughly the same as the successful plaintiffs. All plaintiffs in books and records cases were somewhat comparable in terms of the number of pages filed (successful plaintiffs mean = 93, median = 35; unsuccessful plaintiffs mean = 87, median = 25), while defendants filed consistently less than plaintiffs (unsuccessful defendants mean = 56, median =13; successful defendants mean = 59, median = 19).

\(^{112}\) In our earlier study, we highlighted three important caveats to our results: (1) some shareholders may be able to obtain information from companies without actually having to file a Section 220 action because companies respond to the threat of such an action; (2) we may have overestimated the failure rate for Section 220 cases because we classified voluntary dismissals without further information as dismissals where we had no further information about
Our first study ended before the Delaware Supreme Court’s opinion in \textit{Brehm v. Eisner} was published in 2000. As discussed earlier, \textit{Brehm} was a pivotal development in the history of the tools at hand doctrine. This fact is evident in our data for the second study, as plaintiffs’ use of Section 220’s books and records demand picked up sharply after that decision.


To obtain our data for the second study, we first asked the Registrar in Chancery’s office of the Delaware Court of Chancery to provide us with a list of all section 220 actions filed from 2004 to 2018. We then used this list and the Bloomberg Law database to find the docket sheets and court filings for each case in the sample. We designed a coding manual and used it to classify data on a wide variety of variables including the names of the parties, the date that the suit was filed and the date it was resolved, the case number, the outcome (when available), whether there was a subsequent suit filed by the plaintiff with identical parties and, if so, its outcome, whether the plaintiff was seeking a stocklist, books and records or both, what was the plaintiff’s stated purpose for obtaining the documents, and the total number of pages of filings by the plaintiff, the defendant and the court itself. Using the coded data, we constructed Tables 1-5 to display the data on Section 220 cases.

Table 1 provides a description of the Section 220 cases filed during 2004-2016. The data show that only a handful of cases (8) involved plaintiffs who sought solely the corporate stocklist. The bulk of the cases in the sample involved requests solely for corporate books and records (388) while a substantial additional number of cases contained requests for both books and records and the stocklist (146). The distribution of cases filed over the sample period ranged from a low of 29 in 2009 to a high of 67 in 2014, with substantial variations on a year-to-year basis.

\textbf{Table 1}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
What the plaintiff received; and (3) in books and records cases we cannot tell what information was provided to the plaintiff even in successful actions unless there is a court order stating what documents need to be produced. Thomas & Martin, supra note 11, at 97.
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
### Section 220 Filings in Delaware Chancery Court to Obtain Stockholder List and/or Books and Records
**Corporations Only**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year Filed</th>
<th>Number of Cases</th>
<th>Stocklist Only</th>
<th>Books and Records Only</th>
<th>Both Stocklist &amp; Books and Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>699</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
<td><strong>510</strong></td>
<td><strong>181</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing these numbers to those compiled in the earlier study, it is apparent that there has been a large increase in the number of section 220 filings in recent years. Looking at the composition of the filings, there is an increase in stocklist filings from 91 cases in the earlier
period to 190 (the sum of stocklist only plus stocklist & books and records cases) in the more recent time period. However, there is a thirteenfold jump in the number of books and records cases filed: rising from 53 requests in the earlier study to 699 corporate actions in this study.\textsuperscript{113}

Table 2 lists the stated purposes given by the plaintiffs seeking documents. Plaintiffs frequently state more than one purpose in their demand letters so the totals exceed the number of cases filed. The most common purposes given in our sample cases were to investigate whether management is breaching its fiduciary duties or to value the shareholder’s stock. A substantial number of cases end successfully with the plaintiff obtaining books and records either by court decision or through a negotiated settlement. On the other hand, the largest number of observations for each of the categories in Table 2 is that of “Dismissal Without Further Information.”\textsuperscript{114} For the stated purpose of “Investigate Management Misconduct” we find that for books and records requests, while they were successful in 82 instances, this represented less than a quarter of all instances in which this purpose was stated. Significantly fewer cases involve court decisions in favor of the defendant or a dismissal which clearly states that the plaintiff did not obtain books and records. The final column shows that a large number of cases involve a dismissal where the court filings are silent about whether the plaintiff obtained books and records or not.\textsuperscript{115}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose Stated</th>
<th>Decision in Favor of Plaintiff</th>
<th>Settle, Defendant Provides B&amp;R</th>
<th>Decision Against Plaintiff</th>
<th>Dismissal Without B&amp;R</th>
<th>Dismissal Without Further Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\textsuperscript{113} See supra Section III.C (there are an additional 154 LLC/LP cases).
\textsuperscript{114} We include both dismissals without further information and settlements without further information in this column.
\textsuperscript{115} Unlike the earlier study, we did not engage in an outreach to attorneys for the parties to see if they would provide us information about whether dismissals without further information should be coded as successes or failures. We made this decision for two reasons. First, the outreach in the earlier study had been very time consuming and relatively unsuccessful. We contacted the attorneys of record for all of the cases in this category and received very few responses. Often the responses that we did receive stated that the attorneys could not for confidentiality reasons disclose any information about whether books and records were provided by the company. The second reason we did not contact the parties in this study was that the number of cases in the sample was much larger than in the earlier study. This mean that the time and effort involved in contacting all of the attorneys would have been significantly greater. Furthermore, we anticipated most attorneys would still refuse to provide the information because of confidentiality issues.
As noted earlier, the values in Table 2 will not sum to the number of corporate cases as many cases involve multiple purposes. To provide precise outcome information, in untabulated results we find that there are 82 books and records cases with a court decision in favor of the plaintiff and an additional 43 cases where the parties settle and expressly state that the plaintiff is receiving books and records. We find another 36 cases where the court dismissed the case without providing any books and records, and 21 cases where the plaintiff withdrew its case and explicitly stated that it was not receiving books and records. If we focus solely on these cases where we have publicly available information about outcomes, it appears that plaintiffs are
successful in 125 cases (82 court decisions plus 43 settlements where parties stated documents were produced), versus 57 failures (36 court dismissals plus 21 settlements where parties stated documents were not produced). Finally, also in untabulated data, we find that there are 465 cases where the case is dismissed by the plaintiff without stating whether it received books and records. As we discuss further in footnote 124 above, we cannot classify this last group of cases as wins or losses based on publicly available information. We asked some experienced Delaware lawyers about these situations and they responded that in their experience these are generally settlements in which the plaintiff receives some documents even though there is no mention of that in the court filings.116

Table 3 sets forth the number of days between the date of the initial court filing and the date of the final outcome in the case (DELAY), as well as the number of pages filed in the matter by the plaintiff, the defendant and the court itself. Delay can favor the defendants because “one major concern about protracted books and records cases is that while they drag on, other shareholder plaintiffs could file a lawsuit over the same matter in another jurisdiction” so that when the books and records case is concluded a “subsequent derivative lawsuit could end up being dismissed on the grounds that other plaintiffs have already litigated the issue.”117 The DELAY variable measures the duration of the records request cases; this is an important data point given that Section 220 cases are precursors to breach of fiduciary duty cases so that the DELAY variable frequently reflects additional time and effort involved in prosecuting the underlying claim. For our overall sample of books and records cases, we find that the mean delay is around 10 months (312 days), while the median delay is roughly six months (193 days). These values are similar to those obtained in the earlier study.118

---

116 Some of these settlements are in response to judicial pressure to resolve cases without unnecessary litigation, while others may arise because the filing of the Section 220 cases acts as “a shot across the bow,” leading the defendant to seek to resolve the underlying dispute.


118 We did not separately calculate the differences in delay for stocklist and books and records cases in the second study.
Variable definitions are as follows:
DELAY: Number of days between demand and outcome dates.
PLTPAGES: Number of pages filed by plaintiff.
DEFPAGES: Number of pages filed by defendant.
COURTPAGES: Number of pages filed by the court.
TOTPAGES: Total number of pages filed by the plaintiff + defendant + court.
PLT%TOTAL: Percentage of total litigation pages filed by plaintiff.

The page length filings data are very interesting. Compared to the earlier study data, plaintiffs file on average more than twice as many pages as we observed in the first study, while defendants file an average of almost three times as many pages as reported in the first study. Median filings show similar patterns. The Chancery Court itself also tends to produce a substantial number of pages with an average of 46 pages (median =18) reflecting the fact that court involvement in these cases can be significant.

The combination of the long time for case resolution and the increased amount of case filings by both plaintiffs and defendants give weight to complaints by plaintiffs’ lawyers that books and records cases are no longer summary proceedings. In their eyes, defendants have turned books and records litigation into a surrogate proceeding to litigate the possible merits of the suit where they place obstacles in the plaintiffs’ way to obstruct them from employing it as a quick and easy pre-filing discovery tool.119 If this is true, it violates the very standards the courts have developed for handling Section 220 requests; as stated earlier, the plaintiff in those proceedings should not be required to marshal facts and arguments that persuade the court by a preponderance of the evidence. A separate concern is that these proceedings now are requiring

---

119 At a recent practitioner conference, a leading plaintiffs’ lawyer made the further point that defendants are paid by the hour in books and records cases, whereas plaintiffs’ counsel frequently has to bear its own costs in bringing these cases and is only compensated for their work if they successfully bring a subsequent merits-based lawsuit. [Berkeley Conference]
the Delaware courts to spend a substantial amount of their time in these cases. In our eyes, Section 220 has always been a summary proceeding and should remain that way. As one leading treatise put it: “the Court of Chancery has rebuked ‘a continuing tendency’ to use a section 220 suits for ‘broad defensive as well as offensive purposes…”120 Delaware should give serious consideration to awarding plaintiffs their attorneys’ fees in cases where the defendants make untoward efforts to delay the resolution of these summary cases.

In Table 4, we present some data on how frequently books and records cases lead the plaintiff to file a subsequent action involving the same corporation. Our methodology in measuring this begins by identifying a Section 220 action and is followed by a search for all cases involving the same plaintiffs and defendants, or cases involving the same defendants but with different named plaintiffs where the complaint in the merits-based action mentioned the earlier filed inspection action. We also classified the cases we found according to whether they raised derivative claims, class action claims, individual claims or other types of claims.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All subsequent related suits</th>
<th>Derivative suits</th>
<th>Class actions</th>
<th>Individual actions</th>
<th>Receiver appointment actions</th>
<th>Appraisal suits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see that a substantial number of subsequent related actions (133) are filed over our sample period. This represents nearly forty percent of observed cases in which the objective of the record request was classified as “Investigate Management Wrongdoing.” If we compare the number of subsequent suits (133) to the full sample containing all books and records cases (699), we see about 19% of all books and records cases result in the filing of a subsequent merits-based lawsuit. This suggests that in at least a significant percentage of Section 220 actions involving corporate defendants, the plaintiffs find sufficient evidence to warrant filing a merits-based complaint. Of these 133 cases, 26 are classified as both derivative and class actions because they contain both types of allegations in the complaint. As a result, the totals at the bottom of the table do not sum to 133. Bearing in mind this overlap, when we break these filings out into the four categories, we find that about 62% of the subsequent actions contain derivative suit allegations, roughly 30% include class action claims, another approximately 23% are individual actions, with a small number of cases falling outside these categories.

121 Alternatively, we could calculate this fraction by dividing the number of subsequent suits (126) by the number of cases alleging mismanagement (437) and find that 29% of cases where the plaintiff is investigating wrongdoing result in subsequent litigation.
Earlier studies of 1999 and 2000 case filings in the Delaware Chancery Court found that during that two year time period, there were 213 public company class actions of which 194 were public company deal litigation.\textsuperscript{122} That same study found that there were only 83 derivative suits in total, of which 74 were not public company deal litigation.\textsuperscript{123} If these values can be treated as general approximations of the filing patterns for derivative and class action deal litigation during the 2000’s, then they show that a much higher percentage of all derivative lawsuits had Section 220 suits associated with them than did M&A class actions. In sum, the tools at hand doctrine appears to have the greatest impact during our sample period on derivative suit litigation. This is not surprising given the practice of filing M&A suits so quickly after the public announcement of the deal, and the much longer pre-filing delay for derivative suits. This is suggestive of Delaware’s general weakness in developing methods for controlling frivolous deal litigation pre-\textit{Corwin}.

Are the tools at hand useful? One answer to that question is surely that plaintiffs would not invest substantial amounts of unreimbursed money in filing and prosecuting these actions if they did not believe it was a valuable litigation strategy. Plaintiffs’ attorneys, being regularly employed on a contingent fee basis, are compensated only when they achieve success in prosecuting merits-based lawsuits such as breach of fiduciary duty cases where their fees are paid as part of a settlement or judgment against the defendants. They do not normally earn any fees from Section 220 cases, but are forced to absorb the suit’s costs, unless their subsequent merits-based suits end successfully with a judgment or settlement.\textsuperscript{124} These considerations should guide plaintiffs’ actions, even with respect to pursuing a books and records request.

Second, we can assess the likelihood of a Section 220 case leading to a successful merits-based lawsuit by examining the outcomes in the subsequently filed litigation cases. To do this, we tracked the outcomes of all of the subsequently filed cases and sorted them into different categories: plaintiff victories (settlements, default judgments, summary judgments for plaintiff, trial with judgment for plaintiff), defendant victories (defendant motion to dismiss granted, summary judgment for defendant, trial with judgment for defendant, dismissal for failure to prosecute), cases where the plaintiff voluntarily dismissed without explicit settlement terms, and

\textsuperscript{122} Thompson & Thomas, \textit{supra} note 1 at 169.
\textsuperscript{123} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{124} Conversation between Randall S. Thomas and Jay Eisenhofer of the Grant & Eisenhofer law firm.
cases still pending. Table 5 presents statistics on the 113 subsequent cases that were filed after the resolution of a Section 220 action where we know both the outcome of the Section 220 case and the outcome of the subsequent action.125

Table 5: Outcomes of Subsequent Litigation Filed after Section 220 Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome in Inspection Action</th>
<th>Number of Subsequent Actions with Known Outcome</th>
<th>Subsequent Plaintiffs voluntarily dismiss Merits-Based Action</th>
<th>Subsequent Plaintiffs win Merits-Based Action</th>
<th>Defendants win Merits-Based Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plaintiffs voluntarily dismiss inspection action</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaintiffs win 220 Action</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendants win 220 action</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While we lack statistics on a comparison group of cases filed without the plaintiffs using Section 220, we observe that plaintiffs that win inspection cases (81) are frequently very successful in subsequent merits-based litigation (42 out of 81 cases), and unsuccessful in a substantially smaller number of cases (23 out of 81). It is difficult to interpret the outcome of cases where the plaintiffs voluntarily dismiss their merits-based suit as that could be an indication that they think it is a bad case, but they may also be cases involving private

---

125 There are 11 subsequent cases which are still unresolved at this time as well as two subsequent cases where the decisions are under seal and therefore unknown to us.
settlements. Defendants win comparatively few Section 220 cases (8) but we find a small number of these cases plaintiffs are successful in ensuing merits-based suits (2), although most do not (6). Voluntarily dismissed Section 220 actions (19) may be withdrawn because the defendants chose to provide documents and these could form the basis for a successful subsequent merits-based suit (9) or not (5).

To summarize our findings in this section, when we compare the results of the earlier study and the current study, we find a large increase in the amount of Section 220 corporate litigation, a shift within that litigation away from cases seeking a stocklist toward cases seeking books and records, and an increase in the intensity of the litigation effort on both sides. It is also apparent that many Section 220 actions require a good deal of involvement of the court for the shareholder request to be resolved. Our data is consistent with the belief that Section 220 litigation is a surrogate for litigating the merits of the claim. Finally, we see that many plaintiffs are using Section 220 as a pre-filing discovery technique in corporate cases and wind up ultimately filing a second action after they finish their inspection litigation, with a significant number of these subsequently filed cases resulting in success for the plaintiffs.

V. Limitations on Inspection Rights in Delaware

Despite its creation and sustained embrace by the Delaware Supreme Court and its entrenchment in current litigation practice in Delaware, the tools at hand doctrine now confronts limitations that have been imposed by the legislature and the courts. Moreover, in litigation arising within limited partnerships (LP) and limited liability companies (LLC) the doctrine can be, and is, qualified by contractual provisions that limit shareholders’ inspection rights. As developed below, we find that the courts and legislature have been sensitive to the concern that overly zealous plaintiffs will abuse their rights, while being generally reasonable about the limitations that they have imposed to constrain opportunistic behavior. However, as we consider developments across LPs and LLCs we worry that contract language can be more heavily impacted by protectionist concerns, which may result in overly burdensome limitations.  

126 While sophisticated LLC investors may negotiate contractual protections that produce beneficial agreements, less knowledgeable investors may find themselves being taken advantage of and without the benefit of fiduciary
judicially crafted limitations on Section 220 and Part B reviews important contractual restrictions that have been adopted by LLCs and LPs.

A. Judicial and Statutory Restrictions

In recent years, the common law and statutory qualification that the inspection must be for a proper purpose has been supplemented by newer and more invasive specific restrictions that have been grafted onto the statute. Professor Lawrence Hamermesh recently noted that “[c]ompanies are placing ‘creative’ conditions on books and records requests…There has been a ‘significant evolution’ in this emerging area over the last year or two.”\(^{127}\) Professor Hamermesh commented on this trend stating that:

“The Delaware courts have basically ruled that reasonable conditions are fine…If there is a guiding principle on this issue, it is that conditions that are in the interests of the corporation and its shareholders generally are allowed… However, where the condition infringes on the rights of shareholders, such as limiting the right to sue, ‘then it seems less defensible.’”\(^{128}\)

For example, if production would circumvent a stay of discovery in an existing derivative action, the Court of Chancery conditions “production in such a way as to prevent [the stockholder] or his counsel from sharing information discovered with anyone involved in the pending derivative litigation.”\(^{129}\) Further, when a Section 220 action is commenced to ascertain the possibility of filing a derivative complaint, or for a direct action that could be the basis for a class action, the scope of the inspection will be limited to books and records “that are required to prepare a well-pleaded complaint.”\(^{130}\)

Another limitation arose in *United Techs. Corp. v. Treppel*, where the stockholder brought a Section 220 action for the purpose of “inquiring into the board's decision to deny his protections. Peter Molk, *Protecting LLC Owners While Preserving LLC Flexibility*, 51 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 2129 (2018).


128 Id.


130 Kaufman v. CA, Inc., 905 A.2d 749, 753 (Del. Ch. 2006); see also Saito v. McKesson, HBOC, Inc., 806 A.2d 113, 115 (Del. 2002).
litigation demand.” The defendant corporation agreed to allow the stockholder “to inspect most of his requested documents, but insisted that he first sign a confidentiality agreement … containing a forum selection provision requiring that ‘any claim, dispute, controversy or causes of action . . . arising out of, relating to, involving or in connection with’ the inspection be brought in a Delaware court.” The stockholder refused to sign the confidentiality agreement. The Court of Chancery held that it did not have statutory authority under Section 220(c) of the DGCL to impose the forum selection condition. The Delaware Supreme Court reversed, reasoning:

[T]he Court of Chancery has wide discretion to shape the breadth and use of inspections under [Section] 220 to protect the legitimate interests of Delaware corporations. Because nothing in the text of [Section] 220 itself or Delaware case law in interpreting it limits the Court of Chancery's authority to restrict the use of material from an inspection when those interests are threatened, the Court of Chancery erred in concluding it lacked the statutory authority to impose its own preclusive limitation here.

A fourth restriction arose in Amalgamated Bank v. Yahoo! Inc., where the Court of Chancery imposed an “incorporation condition” whereby the entire books and records production must be “incorporated by reference into any subsequent derivative action complaint.” This condition “protects the legitimate interests of both [the defendant] and the judiciary by ensuring that any complaint that [the plaintiff] files will not be based on cherry-picked documents.” “The incorporation-by-reference doctrine permits a court to review the actual document to ensure that the plaintiff has not misrepresented its contents and that any inference the plaintiff seeks to have drawn is a reasonable one.” In other words, this condition will “ensure that the plaintiff cannot seize on a document, take it out of context, and insist on an unreasonable inference that the court could not draw if it considered related documents.”

132 Id. at 555. After the section 220 action was filed, the United Technologies board of directors adopted a forum selection bylaw “evincing its concern to organize corporate governance litigation in the courts of Delaware…” William Savitt, et al., Delaware Supreme Court Affirms Power of Courts to Curtail Use of Books and Records and Confirms Validity of Board-Adopted Forum Selection Bylaws, WACHTELL, LIPTON, ROSEN & KATZ (Dec. 24, 2014).
133 Treppel. 109 A.3d at 555.
134 Id. at 554.
135 Id. at 559.
136 132 A.3d 752, 796 (Del. Ch. 2016).
137 Id. at 797.
138 Id. (citations omitted).
139 Id. at 798.
However, plaintiffs’ lawyers view this limitation differently: it allows the defendants to “litter the record with their own side of the story – [so that] books and records actions can evolve from to the ‘tools at hand’ to a ‘Trojan Horse.’”\(^{140}\)

As a final example, some private companies are insisting that their employees waive their inspection rights as a condition of receiving stock options.\(^{141}\) These companies claim that this is necessary in order to keep their financial data private as they only supply large investors with selected financial information and give smaller investors “little if any information.”\(^{142}\) As one attorney stated, “It’s unclear whether this kind of waiver would be supported in court.”\(^{143}\)

Overall, with the exception of the stock option waiver just discussed, the scope of legislative and judicial limitations on shareholders’ Section 220 inspection rights in Delaware seem mostly reasonable to us as they are designed to curb abuses and permit stockholder demands. However, in the next section, we turn to contractual limitations in LP’s and LLC’s and see that there may be more to be concerned about.

B. Contractual Limitations on Inspection Rights: LLCs and Limited Partnerships

Inspection rights are also available for investors at other forms of business organizations. As one of the leading treatises on Delaware business law notes:

“With a frequency indicative of their growing popularity, alternative entities – general and limited partnerships, limited liability companies, and business trusts – have been the target of litigation by investors seeking enforcement of inspection rights. Each of these alternative entities is governed by its own enabling statute, and each such statute contains a separate provision addressing the nature and scope of the inspection rights of investors, including rights respecting a list of interest holders and with respect to proprietary information regarding the status and financial condition of the business.”\(^{144}\)

In this section, we focus on LLCs and LPs, which are creatures of both statute and contract. An important distinctive features of each of these alternatives to the corporate form is that the

\(^{140}\) Greene, supra note 124 (quoting Mark Lebovitch).
\(^{142}\) Id.
\(^{143}\) Id. (quoting Richard Grimm).
\(^{144}\) WOLFE & PITTENGER, supra note 24, at § 9.07[a][2][ii].
governing LLC and LP agreements give the parties great contractual freedom, authorizing private ordering arrangements that might not be permitted for corporations.

General partners in a limited partnership are granted unqualified inspection rights. But, under Section 17-305 of the Delaware Revised Limited Partnership Act (DRLPA), each limited partner is granted inspection rights, “subject to such reasonable standards as may be set forth in the partnership agreement or otherwise established by the general partners,” to seek access to the books and records of the partnership in a summary proceeding. Similar to a shareholder in a Section 220 case, a limited partner seeking access must make a written demand and must state the purpose of the demand. The purpose shall “reasonably relate to the limited partner’s interest as a limited partner.” The Court of Chancery interprets the aforementioned provisions as a “proper purpose” requirement, so that “the limited partner must demonstrate a proper purpose in requesting such information.” However, the limited partner’s right may be further restricted in a partnership agreement. Notably, Section 17-305(b) grants a general partner the right to withhold some confidential information from limited partners for a reasonable time period.

145 Schwartzberg v. Critef Assocs. Ltd. P’shp., 685 A.2d 365, 375 (Del. Ch. 1996) (holding that since Section 1519 contains no express limit regarding purpose, “one must begin with the recognition that a partner has no obligation to prove that it has a proper purpose in order to enforce” his/her inspection rights). However, the defendant can negate these rights by proving that the purposes of the plaintiff’s inspection are improper. Id. at 374. See also, Bond Purchase, L.L.C. v. Patriot Tax Credit Props., L.P., 746 A.2d 842, 857 (Del. Ch. 1999); cf. In re Paine Webber Ltd. P’shp., No. 15043, 1996 Del. Ch. LEXIS 117, at *23 (Sept. 17, 1996) (summarizing the second prong of the Schwartzberg two-step test as “the… purpose… (b) would actually harm the value of the joint investment”).


147 § 17-305(d).

148 § 17-305(a).

149 See Schwartzberg, 685 A.2d at 375; see also Madison Ave. Inv. Partners, LLC v. America First Real Estate Inv. Partners, L.P., 806 A.2d 165, 170 (Del. Ch. 2002) (Vice Chancellor Lamb did not name § 17-305 as a “proper purpose” requirement, however he considered the condition as a “basis for the proper purpose analysis” and did perform a proper purpose analysis thereof).

150 Schwartzberg, 685 A.2d at 375 n.14; see also Madison Real Estate Immobilien-Anlagegesellschaft Beschränkt Haftende KG v. KanAm USA XIX Ltd. P’ship. No. 2863-VCP, 2008 Del. Ch. LEXIS 201, at *15-16 (May 1, 2008) (“in determining whether a purpose is reasonably related to the limited partner’s interest under § 17-305, the Court of Chancery will consider whether that purpose is ‘proper’ within the meaning of 8 Del. C. § 220”).

151 § 17-305(f). The partnership agreement must be either the original one or “any subsequent amendment approved or adopted by all of the partners or in compliance with any applicable requirements of the partnership agreement.” Id.

152 § 17-305(b).
For LLCs, section 18-305(a) of the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act provides LLC members with an inspection right upon establishing a proper purpose; however, this is a right that can be restricted by the operating agreement. The statute’s reference to qualifying the owners’ rights through the operating agreement are underscored by Section 18-1101(b): “It is the policy of this chapter to give the maximum effect to the principle of freedom of contract and to the enforceability of limited liability company agreements.” The provisions are “virtually identical” to the ones for limited partnerships.

In the case of limited partnerships, the parties’ agreement can contractually create additional inspection rights, or in other cases restrict a partner’s statutory inspection rights per § 17-305(f). The Court of Chancery will apply the same rules to contractual inspection rights of members of an LLC because of the similarity of the two entities. Partnership provisions are presumed to create contractual rights separate and independent of statutory rights unless the partnership agreement “explicitly states that the provision is merely clarifying or placing additional conditions on the other statutory or contractual right.” However, under Section 17-305(f), a partnership agreement may restrict limited partners’ statutory inspection rights. The intention to restrict statutory rights must be expressed explicitly in the partnership agreement. Even if an operating agreement explicitly states such limitations, only “reasonable” restrictions

---

153 §18-305(a); see also Arbor Place, L.P., v. Encore Opportunity Fund, No. 18928, 2002 Del. Ch. LEXIS 102, at *19 (Jan. 29, 2002) (“To establish a right to inspect records under § 18-305 of the LLC Act, a plaintiff must demonstrate a proper purpose for the inspection”).
154 § 18-305(g) (“the rights of a member or manager to obtain information as provided in this section may be restricted in an original limited liability company agreement or in any subsequent amendment approved or adopted by all of the members or in compliance with any applicable requirements of the limited liability company agreement.”).
155 WOLFE & PITTENGER, supra note 24, at § 9.07[a][2][ii].
156 § 17-305(f).
157 See Grand Acquisition, LLC v. Passco Indian Srings DST, 145 A.3d 990, 995 (Del. Ch. 2016) (“This Court’s decisions involving LLCs and LPs often cite one another on the basis that the Delaware LLC Act has been modeled on the popular Delaware LP Act.”); see also Arbor Place, 2002 Del. Ch. LEXIS 102 at *14 n.9 (“A court’s reliance on a limited partnership case in deciding a limited liability company case is appropriate because Delaware’s LLC Act was modeled on the popular Delaware LP Act. In fact, its architecture and much of its wording is almost identical to that of the Delaware LP Act.”).
158 Bond Purchase, L.L.C. v. Patriot Tax Credit Props., L.P., 746 A.2d. 842, 853 (Del. Ch. 1999); see also Grand Acquisition, 145 A.3d at 994 (“This Court consistently has treated a contractual books and records right provided in a limited liability company’s or a limited partnership’s governing instrument as independent from the relevant default statutory right.”).
159 § 17-305(f).
160 Bond Purchase, 746 A.2d at 855.
will be upheld by the Court. Generally speaking, operating agreements may place restrictions on who may inspect, how they inspect, and what they inspect. For example, one way to restrict inspection rights is to adopt a narrower inspection terms such as “books of accounts” instead of “all books and records.”

In one disturbing case, an LLC rejected a member’s demand for books and records, claiming among other things that her demand was barred because the company’s operating agreement provided that the “Managing Member has the right to unilaterally limit complete access of all books and records to any Member holding less than 5% interest in the Company as shown in the Operating Agreement.” The propriety of this may be guided by analogy to corporate law. While there are some states that impose a 5% limitation on corporations as one ground for rejecting a shareholder’s demand for books and records, those states provide in the alternative that a corporate shareholder holding shares for more than 6 months have the right to books and records. However, Delaware corporate statutory law does not impose any restrictions on the size of a plaintiff’s ownership stake in determining whether they are entitled to inspection rights, so the Chancery Court would have to determine if the 5% contractual limitation was reasonable in order to enforce it. At the same time, Delaware’s LLC statute

162 SYMONDS & O’TOOLE, supra note 169, at § 12.07(G)(1).
163 Mickman v. American Int’l Processing, LLC, No. 3869-VCP, 2009 Del. Ch. LEXIS 134, at *6 (June 8, 2009) (“books and records” or “books of accounts.” are narrower inspection terms than “all books and records.”); see also RED Capital Inv. L.P. v. RED Parent LLC, No. 11575-VCN, 2016 Del. Ch LEXIS 25, at *5 (Feb. 11, 2016) (“Specifically, Section 10.2(c) limits a company member’s right to inspect company records to “books of account” of the company.”); Arbor Place, L.P., v. Encore Opportunity Fund, No. 18928, 2002 Del. Ch. LEXIS 102, at *7 (Jan. 29, 2002) (All corporate documents other than those reflecting all company transactions fall outside the scope of “the books of account.”); Tafaro v. Innovative Discovery LLC, No. 11311-VMCR, 2016 Del. Ch. LEXIS 190, at *4-5 (Oct. 31, 2016) (“Even if the agreement grants an economic interest holder the right to inspect ‘books of account,’ the economic interest holders have no statutory right to inspect ‘books and records.’”).
164 Answer and Defenses to Verified Complaint at 23, Dayan v. ASAP Sales LLC, No. 12693-VCS, 2016 WL 5548107 (Del. Ch. Sept. 23, 2016).
165 See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 10-1602 (1994) (requiring that a shareholder have owned stock in the company for at least six months or hold more than 5% of the company’s stock in order to qualify to make an inspection).
166 SYMONDS & O’TOOLE, supra note 169, at § 12.07(G)(1]; NAMA Holdings, 948 A.2d at 419. In the Dayan case, it appears that the 5% restriction was added to the company’s operating agreement after the plaintiff filed their 220 action, apparently impermissibly as the defendants were sanctioned by the Chancery Court for this action. Unfortunately, the Court’s ruling on the motion for sanctions is under seal so we are unable to determine what happened although the defendants withdrew their affirmative defenses in the action. Defendants’ Notice of Withdrawal of Affirmative Defenses Asserted in their Amended Answer & Defenses to Verified Complaint, Dayan v. ASAP Sales LLC, No. 12693-VCS (Del. Ch. Mar. 21, 2017). At the time this was written, the case is still pending.
fully embraces according “the maximum effect to the principles of freedom of contract and the enforceability of limited liability company agreements.”

A second potentially overbroad limitation arose in an inspection case in *Hertzberg v. Millbrae Natural Gas Development & Exploration Fund 2002*, where limited partners in several related but different limited partnerships requested books and records under Section 17-305 of the DRLPA as well as under the terms of the partnership agreements. The defendants refused to provide the requested information. The petitioners were informed they were being required to withdraw from their limited partnerships because the managing partners had decided that in light of their threat to take legal action it was not in the best interests of the partnerships for them to remain as investors in them. When the investors subsequently filed their inspection action, one of the defendants’ defenses was that they lacked standing because they were no longer limited partners and because all of the documents requested were confidential and immune from disclosure. The Court denied the parties’ cross motions for summary judgment stating that the managing partners approach toward confidentiality “sounds to me awful overbroad,” despite the language of the limited partnership agreement. While the court did not issue a final ruling before the case settled, it is clear from the transcript of the hearing that the Vice Chancellor thought that the managing partner’s interpretation of the limited partnership agreement was improper. We nonetheless are left to ponder whether a more explicit authority in the agreement authorizing managers to determine the confidentiality of documents as well as whether

---

167 DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, § 18-1101(b).
169 Opening Brief in Support of the Millbrae P’ships’ & Managing Partners’ Motion to Dismiss the Complaint, or in the Alternative, for Summary Judgment at 12-13, Hertzberg v. Millbrae Nat. Gas Dev. & Expl. Fund 2002, No. 3224-VCS, 2007 WL 5208189 (Del. Ch. Oct. 23, 2007) (Two of the three partnerships’ operating agreements provided that “the Managing Partner may for any reason it determines…on 15 days’ prior notice, require any Investor Partner to withdraw from the Partnership…on such…date as determined by the Managing Partner, in its sole discretion.”).
170 Id. at 15-17.
171 Id. at 17-21 (the partnership agreements stated that “the powers conferred upon the Managing Partners, including the authority to take any action permitted under the Delaware Act, are committed to the Managing Partners in the ‘exercise of their sole discretion’.”)
Acrimonious relations rising to a threat of litigation can terminate one’s status as a limited partner would be valid.

A far more significant impact of private ordering that distinguishes LPs and LLCs from general corporations is the possible double immunity shield that Delaware appears to authorize. For example, Section 18-1101(e) authorizes the operating agreement to qualify or even eliminate fiduciary obligations among members and managers, sparing only bad faith violations of the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing. This provision, if coupled with a severe limitation of members’ inspection rights under Section 18-305(g), each interpreted consistent with the broad statutory command to “maximum effect to the principle of freedom of contract” could effectively remove legal challenges to conduct alleged to be bad faith violations of the member’s foundational expectations that typically is protected by the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Such suits typically proceed by setting forth the initial understandings among members with discovered facts supporting the claim the managers or control person acted inconsistent with those expectations. This litigation strategy fails however to the extent access to books and records is restricted with the effect of preventing access to facts necessary to establish the breach. So understood we see how private ordering authorized in Delaware can doubly insulate misconduct by first removing the conduct from the realm of traditional fiduciary protection and second hobbling the pursuit of a claim under the implied covenant by restricting access to facts necessary to establish conduct inconsistent with the covenant. To date this fear has not materialized; the data below reflects the impact of the tools at hand doctrine in litigation occurring in LPs and LLCs where the evidence is parallel the

174 Del. Code Ann. Tit. 6, § 18-305(g)(broadly authorizing information rights to be restricted in a manner authorized by the operating agreement). See also, Delaware Revised Limited Partnership Act, Del. Code Ann. Tit. 6, §17-305(f)(same)
175 Delaware Limited Liability Company Act Section 1101(b), Del. Code Ann. Tit. 6, §18-1101(b) and Delaware Revised Limited Partnership Act Section 1101(c), Del. Code Ann. Tit. 6 §1101(c).
176 See e.g., Gerber v. Enter. Prods. Holding, LLC, 67 A.3d 400 (Del. 2013)(implied covenant violated as the operating agreement provision setting forth procedure for fairness opinion as means to address self-dealing transactions was not fulfilled as clear intent of the provision is that opinion should value rights relinquished by the transaction and discovered facts reflect the investment banker did not inquire into this area when rendering the opinion).
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positive role the doctrine has recently enjoyed in shareholder suits. Nonetheless, unlike the
corporate setting, the emerging trends in private ordering within these non-corporate entities
could foreshorten the doctrines role in the future.

C. LLC/LP Empirical Data: 2004-2018

We collected data for all LLC/LP inspection cases for 2004-2018 to complement our
study of Section 220. Table 6 displays the overall frequency of these cases over the sample
period. In total, we find 154 cases of which 149 involve solely or partly books and records
demands. Stocklist requests by themselves are few, although a significant number of cases seek
both the stocklist and books and records.

Table 6
Inspection Filings in Delaware Chancery Court to
Obtain Stockholder List and/or Books and Records
LLC/LPs Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Filing</th>
<th>Number of Cases Per Year</th>
<th>Seeking Stocklist Only</th>
<th>Seeking Books &amp; Records Only</th>
<th>Seeking Both Stocklist and Books &amp; Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3355662
In untabulated results, we examined the plaintiffs’ stated purpose for seeking documents. As with the corporate cases, the most common purposes were seeking to value their interest in the firm and investigating whether management is breaching its fiduciary duties. Table 7 provides descriptive statistics for the length of time these cases take to be resolved and for the intensity of litigation in them. The mean number of days for a case to resolution is 305.9, or approximately 10 months. Litigation intensity, as measured by pages filed, shows that both parties are often filing a substantial amount of material with the court, and the court itself is producing an average of about 42 pages of filings per case. Overall, the data are similar to those displayed in Table 3 for corporate cases.

Table 7
Descriptive Statistics of Variables Associated with Request for Books and Records
LLC/LPs Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DELAY</td>
<td>305.9</td>
<td>343.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>2,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLTPAGES</td>
<td>177.9</td>
<td>260.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1,506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFPAGES</td>
<td>126.2</td>
<td>271.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COURTPAGES</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTPAGES</td>
<td>343.5</td>
<td>531.6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>2,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLT%TOTAL</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>63.8%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variable definitions are as follows:
DELAY Number of days between demand and outcome dates.
PLTPAGES Number of pages filed by plaintiff.
DEFPAGES Number of pages filed by defendant.
COURTPAGES Number of pages filed by the court.
TOTPAGES Total number of pages filed by the plaintiff + defendant + court.
PLT%TOTAL Percentage of total litigation pages filed by plaintiff.

Table 8 provides an overview of the number of inspection cases which are followed subsequently by the filing of a merits-based action against the same defendants. As with the corporate cases, our methodology entails assessing in each inspection case whether a new action was filed either with the same parties or with the same defendant with a complaint that"
references the earlier inspection action. We classify the cases in Table 8 according to the content of the second merits-based complaint.

Table 8
Frequency Distribution by Year of Cases Where a Subsequent Case is Filed by Plaintiff
LLC/LP Cases Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>All subsequent related suits</th>
<th>Derivative suits</th>
<th>Class actions</th>
<th>Individual actions</th>
<th>Receiver appointment actions</th>
<th>Appraisal suits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td><strong>0</strong></td>
<td><strong>0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We find that in 28 of the 154 inspection cases involving LLC/LPs there is a subsequent merits-based lawsuit filed. Overall, the percentage of subsequent cases filed divided by the total number of inspection actions is around 18%. About half of these actions are primarily derivative cases, while almost all of the rest are individual actions.

Table 9: Outcomes of Subsequent Litigation Filed after Inspection Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome in Inspection Action</th>
<th>Number of Subsequent Actions with Known Outcome</th>
<th>Subsequent Plaintiffs voluntarily dismiss Merits-Based Action</th>
<th>Subsequent Plaintiffs win Merits-Based Action</th>
<th>Defendants win Merits-Based Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plaintiff voluntarily dismisses inspection action</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaintiff wins Inspection action</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Wins Inspection action</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As with the Section 220 data examined earlier, plaintiffs that win inspection actions are generally successful if they bring subsequent merits-based law suits (11 out of 18), although there are five cases which are voluntarily dismissed by the plaintiff. Defendants won two of the subsequent merits-related actions. Of the four cases with subsequent merits-based litigation following a voluntary dismissal of the inspection action, plaintiffs are successful in 1 and voluntarily dismiss the other 3.

In conclusion, we note that one of the key differences between LLC/LPs and corporations is that corporate law provides little room for private ordering by the parties with respect to inspection rights. Bearing that in mind, there is a greater risk that contractual limitations imposed in the operating agreements for LLC/LPs will limit investor inspection rights. Given
the high number of LLC/LP inspection cases that we find in the Delaware Chancery Court, it raises the question whether private ordering with respect to this basic right of ownership should enjoy the same deference as accorded other areas of partners’ and members’ rights.

VI. Tools at Hand: The Path to Non-Optimal Incentives

Corporate announcements, and particularly investigative reports in the news, regarding possible management misconduct frequently prompt litigation in multiple forums. For example, following a New York Times story detailing extensive bribery of Mexican officials and suggesting a cover-up by senior executives of a Wal-Mart subsidiary, derivative suits were filed against Wal-Mart executives in the Delaware Chancery Court as well as in the federal district court in Arkansas, Wal-Mart’s headquarters. Different named plaintiffs and law firms were involved in both the suits, but the complaints in both cases relied on facts set forth in the Times story. The Delaware proceeding was stayed after the Chancellor admonished its lawyers to “use the tools at hand” to sustain the bald allegations in the complaint, as otherwise the suit would not likely survive a motion to dismiss. Due to the fierce resistance of Wal-Mart to the inspection request nearly three years passed in litigation in Delaware involving the records request. During this period, the parallel suit initiated in Arkansas by a different plaintiff and law firm was also stayed. However, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals ultimately vacated the stay; this led to the Arkansas district court severely modifying the stay and ultimately holding that a pre-suit demand on the board of directors was necessary and dismissing the suit with prejudice since no demand had been made. Thereafter, Wal-Mart moved for dismissal of the Delaware proceeding, arguing the Delaware plaintiff was collaterally estopped by the Arkansas holding

177 In re Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. S’holders Derivative Litig., No. 4:12-cv-4041, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165632 (W.D. Ark., Nov. 20, 2012) (the defendants moved for a stay so that Delaware could address whether demand could be excused).
178 Cottrell v. Duke, 737 F.3d 1238 (8th Cir. 2013) (holding that a stay was inappropriate because the suit in the federal Arkansas court included federal issues that were not justiciable in the Delaware state court).
179 In re Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. S’holders Derivative Litig., No. 4:12-cv-4041, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 185705 (W.D. Ark., June 4, 2014) (rejecting the defendants’ request for a stay that would last until Delaware had resolved whether a demand was excused and ordering a much shorter stay).
from relitigating demand futility. The Delaware Supreme Court held in *California State Teachers Ret. Sys. v. Alvarez* that because the corporation is the real plaintiff in the derivative suit, privity existed between the litigants in the two forums; the court further reasoned that the Due Process Clause was satisfied by the court scrutinizing the adequacy of representation in the Arkansas proceeding. Finding that counsel in that proceeding was adequate, the court held that Delaware plaintiff could not relitigate demand futility that had been resolved earlier by the federal court and dismissed the Delaware action.

*Alvarez* should not be a surprise. Just a few years earlier, Delaware encountered another instance in addressing how to handle a dismissal by another jurisdiction involved in multi-forum litigation arising from the same nucleus of facts. In *La. Mun. Police Empls. Ret. Sys. v. Pyott*, the Delaware Supreme Court held the lower court could not ignore another court’s dismissal of a non-Delaware action even if the lower court believed that dismissal had been based on a misapplication of Delaware law. Both *Alvarez* and *Pyott* are consistent with non-Delaware decisions regarding the preclusion of relitigating issues resolved in another court involving the same matter. Two federal courts of appeal have also held similarly.

Our focus in this article is not the correctness of the courts according preclusion to another court’s dismissal of a derivative suit; the importance here is understanding how these decisions shape the contemporary legal environment in which the tools at hand doctrine operates, namely that multi-forum litigation is common and its existence frequently leads to competition among plaintiffs and even the courts themselves, and likely adversely impacts the attractiveness of the tools at hand doctrine to responsible litigants. To this backdrop, we introduce another Delaware-

---

181 179 A.3d 824 (Del. 2018).
183 The Ninth Circuit did, however, ultimately right the situation by reversing and remanding the matter back to the district court on the ground that the trial court misapplied Delaware’s “reasonable doubt” standard for determining whether a demand must be made as a precondition to maintaining a derivative suit. Rosenbloom v. Pyott, 765 F.3d 1137 (9th Cir. 2014).
184 See e.g., Arduini v. Hart, 774 F.3d 622 (9th Cir. 2014); Pisnoy v. Ahmed (In re Sonus Networks, Inc.), 499 F.3d 47 (1st Cir. 2007).
185 This area of law is greatly influenced by ALI Restatement (Second) Judgments §§ 41 & 42 For example, Section 42(1) provides there is no preclusion if the representative in the earlier suit “failed to prosecute or defend the action with due diligence and reasonable prudence, and the opposing party was on notice of facts making that failure apparent.” Even though sounding in negligence, the supporting comment refers to counsel acting “grossly negligent.” *Id.* Comment f. The preclusion issue is closely examined in Deborah A. DeMott, Shareholder Derivative Actions Law and Practice § 4.19 (2018-2019 ed); Lawrence A. Hamermesh & Jacob J. Fedechko, Forum shopping in the bargain aisle: *Wal-Mart* and the role of adequacy of representation in shareholder litigation, ch. 10, in Shareholder Litigation (2018); George Geis, Shareholder Derivative Litigation and the Preclusion Problem, 100 Va. L. Rev. 261 (2014).
spawned development, *Matsushita Elec. Industrial Co. v. Epstein*,\(^{186}\) involving two competing class actions, one in the federal court alleging violations of the Williams Act and the other in the Delaware Chancery Court alleging various breaches of fiduciary duty. Defendant Matsushita prevailed in the federal court, and while that action was on appeal to the Ninth Circuit, it entered into a settlement of the state court action on terms that provided it with a release from all Williams Act claims for investors that did not opt out of the state proceeding. The Supreme Court held, similar to the Delaware rulings in *Alvarez* and *Pyott*, that full faith and credit must be accorded to the state court’s approval of the settlement, notwithstanding that it released Williams Act claims that are within the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal courts. Such preclusion in each case can only be challenged by establishing that there was not adequate representation in the first-resolved matter.\(^{187}\)

To be added to the contemporary legal context in which the tools at hand operates are forum selection clauses. Since warmly embraced as bylaws boards of directors can unilaterally adopt,\(^{188}\) these provisions have been widely and enthusiastically adopted by companies as a reasonable response to multi-forum litigation. The typical provision allows the corporation to select which forum among those in which suits on a matter are pending to proceed.\(^{189}\) This discretion can and likely is used strategically as it permits the corporation to assess among competing litigants who might be most compliant in settling the action. Against this tapestry, we raise what is an important concern we have with the tools at hand in an era of wide adoption of broad forum selection clauses – their combination promotes the evils of a reverse auction whereby a meritorious suit is settled by defendants for too little through the cooperation of an unscrupulous plaintiffs’ attorney.


\(^{187}\) *See* Epstein v. MCA, Inc., 179 F.3d 641, 649 (9th Cir. 1999) (holding that *Matsushita* itself had resolved the adequacy of the attorney’s presentation of the federal claims before the Delaware court). The concurring opinion in the 2:1 decision emphasized that the adequacy of representation was very much before the Delaware court as it approved the settlement even though two objectors to the settlement pointedly argued that the suit’s counsel was guided by self-interest. *Id.* at 651.

\(^{188}\) *See* Boilermakers Local 154 Ret. Fund v. Chevron Corp., 73 A.3d 934 (Del. Ch. 2013).

\(^{189}\) Delaware’s provision should be seen as not authorizing forum selection clauses as such as that authority flows from *Boilermakers*. The statute gives great clout to the board in drafting and exercising its forum selection clause as the Delaware provision authorizes that provision to enable the board to require the suit to be maintained in a Delaware court. *See Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 115* (West 2015). Thus, the common forum selection provision allows the board to choose among competing forums with the ability to exercise the authorized authority to require the suit to be maintained in Delaware. Hence, *Boilermakers* empowers the forum selection clause and the Delaware legislature provided the clout behind that power.
As set forth earlier, the tools at hand doctrine is an important development because it provides a balanced approach to shareholder litigation. The doctrine reflects the good sense that rather than expend judicial resources, as well as those of the litigants, resolving an incomplete complaint against the plaintiff, the plaintiffs’ attorney is directed to exercise the rights of shareholders to access the company records upon a showing the records are linked to a credible basis that the named corporate officials have engaged in misconduct. On such a showing, the shareholder inspection suit avoids outright dismissal; whether the suit ultimately leads to merit-based litigation rests on what the accessed records reveal. The data presented before supports the social value of the tools at hand doctrine. We have shown that the doctrine contributes positively to separating the “wheat from the chaff.” The data reflects that a good many successful books and records requests lead to filing of shareholder suits –the chaff; but the data also reflects high success rates from shareholder suits that were preceded by a books and records request –the wheat.

As discussed earlier, the right provided by Section 220 is a qualified one; the plaintiff’s suit must establish a credible basis for believing misconduct occurred for which the sought access is connected and the courts have allowed the defendant to further condition use in subsequent litigation of the obtained information. These are not trivial limitations and thus provide defendants with a means to shed baseless requests. To be sure, the tools at hand does shift litigation into a different framework, namely whether a credible basis has been established and the connection they sought after records have with the suit’s claims. And, as our data reflect, the doctrine has stimulated litigation. But we believe this has been a healthy development as it is litigation designed to determine whether a viable shareholder suit exists. The suits continued after their plaintiff’s earlier success in the Section 220 action frequently obtain success in the merit’s based suit or settlement in a high number of overall instances. Moreover, in theory, the focus of litigation seeking access for the purpose of investigating possible misconduct is itself is more sharply focused than in suits raising issues that determine fault so that such cases should be less of a burden on the court. This means that the burdens of the tools at hand doctrine from a policy perspective can be seen as the institutional costs inherent in a process that seeks to facilitate a fulsome development of the facts to determine whether further pursuit of the matter is appropriate.
Yet, *Alvarez* shows that this elevated view of the tools at hand doctrine is misplaced when there is multi-forum litigation. The litigant who pursues a shareholder suit in the Delaware courts necessarily does so with a full awareness of the tools at hand doctrine and its likely application to the case. This is not a consideration in suits filed outside Delaware as the doctrine is unique to Delaware. The investigation of the facts garnered by the Delaware plaintiff who was successful in gaining access to company records necessarily means that, compared to suits outside of Delaware, the Delaware filed complaint can be expected to have a richer factual development. That is, as among pending multi-forum suits, the Delaware action can be expected to have the more textured foundation for its claims. The data reviewed earlier bearing on outcomes of litigation in the post-books and records litigation period is consistent with this supposition. If this is correct, which of the suits pending in multiple forums would objectively be the weakest ones? This cannot be answered except that the suit that has invoked the tools at hand invitation would seem least likely to be the weakest of the suits and there is reason to expect its more richly developed investigation would make it relatively strong compared to the others. If this surmise is correct, the defendant who wishes to rid itself of the litigation would more likely find it easier and cheaper to do so by settling the suit with one of the litigants who had not taken advantage of the tools at hand.

The tools at hand doctrine, therefore, appears to offer perverse incentives for shareholder litigation. Non-Delaware litigants can avoid the burdens of pursuing their own books and records

---

190 In conversations with defense lawyers, they argued that *Alvarez* is limited to situations where there is a long delay in completing a section 220 action, that section 220 is a summary proceeding that frequently ends in two to three months, and that the Delaware plaintiffs are able to intervene in the other pending action to protect their action from being settled. As a result, they claim that *Alvarez* is an outlier and unlikely to arise in the future. In response, we note that the data in Table 3 show that the median delay in a section 220 case is about seven months while the mean delay is around 11 months. It is also clear from the maximum length data that some cases last multiple years. The length of these delays may deter careful plaintiffs from initiating inspection lawsuits. Intervention in other jurisdictions is problematic when the Delaware plaintiff cannot tell the judge in the other jurisdiction how long it will be before their Delaware inspection suit is concluded and what information they will obtain even it concludes soon. The Eighth Circuit lifted the stay on notions of federalism. As both federal securities law claims, for which the federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction, and state claims were joined in the Arkansas federal court, the Eighth Circuit held it was inappropriate for a state proceeding to justify a stay in federal question litigation. See *Cottrell v. Duke*, 737 F.3d 1238 (8th Cir. 2013).

191 In affirming the federal district court’s dismissal for failure to make a demand on the Wal-Mart board of directors, the Eighth Circuit focused on the lack of particularity in allegations the Wal-Mart directors had sufficient knowledge from the audit committee and others to suggest they were culpable in failing to act. See *Cottrell v. Duke*, 829 F.3d 983, 990-96 (8th Cir. 2016). Such details are of the type that access through company records of internal documents reaching the board of directors could have provided information that might have met the pleading requirement to excuse a demand. But this will possibility must now remain a matter of surmise.
request and harvest the fruits of such slothful practice by offering settlement terms far more favorable to the defendant than the Delaware plaintiff whose review of the records has provided better insight into the suit’s relative merits. Defendants are aware of this unevenness in the suits’ qualities and thus can reach settlement, thereby ending the litigation, with a low cost plaintiff. When this happens, the result is a reverse auction of the claim’s value. And its occurrence violates the premise supporting the tools at hand doctrine – institutional support of shareholder suits with a view that the tools at hand can better enable meritorious suits to be optimally prosecuted.

How might Delaware address this problem? We believe the viability of the tools at hand doctrine requires courts to go beyond the use of the current standard for adequate representation as a means of determining whether to impose a preclusive effect on a well-researched Delaware case from the dismissal of a hastily filed action in another jurisdiction. As Alvarez illustrates, this approach encourages reverse auctions by defendants. Instead, we would propose that the Delaware courts remember that in cases filed in Delaware, the plaintiffs’ attorneys know that they must use Section 220 as a pre-filing discovery device and therefore are likely to file a well-supported complaint. When faced with a multijurisdictional litigation conflict, the Delaware courts should answer the question whether the competing plaintiffs from the other jurisdiction provided the class adequate representation and in making this determination the Delaware court should give close attention to the efforts competing plaintiffs took to flesh out their complaint. Thus, the Delaware standard for adequate representation should be whether the attorneys in the out-of-state action appear on the total record to be “as adequate” as those that are appearing in the Delaware court. Hastily filed, poorly drafted complaints from other jurisdictions would not fare well under this standard, allowing Delaware plaintiffs that employed the tools at hand to discover evidence of real managerial misconduct a chance to have their day in court.

---

192 See also, Hamermesh & Fedechko, note _ supra_ at 166-171(calling for consideration the “totality of the circumstances” where a variety of factors such as quality of pleadings, discovery efforts, choice of forum considerations, failure to pursue appeal, and investment in the suit would be evaluated to determine adequacy of the representation)

193 Alvarez did obliquely consider this, observing “the Arkansas plaintiffs’ decision to forgo a Section 220 demand in this instance does not rise to the level of constitutional inadequacy.” This conclusion is difficult to understand as the gravamen of the complaint is the Wal-Mart’s board oversight of the foreign subsidiary, a claim inherently calling for a review of internal documents of the type not in the public domain. Instead, the Delaware Supreme Court cast its critical eye to the Delaware plaintiff observing “the Delaware Plaintiffs should have coordinated, intervened, or participated in some fashion in the Arkansas proceedings.” [cite]
In pursuing this approach, Delaware courts should clearly distinguish *Alvarez*-like proceedings from *Matsushita*-like proceedings. Because the latter involved the settlement of a class action prevailing procedures provide absent shareholders protections not found in the Arkansas federal district court’s dismissal due to the complaint failing to set forth sufficient facts to excuse a demand on the Wal-Mart board of directors. For example, in *Matsushita* the Delaware court’s approval of the settlement included notice to class members of the settlement, an opportunity for objectors to challenge the settlement, a finding bearing on the settlement’s fairness, and a finding of adequacy of representation. 194 None of these procedural protections exist in a presiding court’s ruling on whether the derivative suit plaintiff should have made a demand on the board. Moreover, there is a good deal of intuition to reject a claim of adequacy of representation when, as was the case in the Arkansas proceeding, that the complaint was quickly filed soon after news reports of misconduct by Wal-Mart executives, there was no evidence of a books and records request by the suit’s Arkansas counsel, and the court held that a demand was not excused due to incompleteness in the allegations set forth in the complaint. Moreover, due process considerations that surround according full faith and credit to dismissals in a sister state necessarily invite consideration of the adequacy of representation in the earlier forum. Just as courts in deciding whether a current claim is precluded by disposition in an earlier decided case as a threshold matter must determine if the claim earlier decided by a sister court is sufficiently similar to that before the court, 195 it is also necessary for preclusion that the presiding court believe there was adequate representation of that claim in the earlier proceeding. Minimally this invites consideration in the second forum whether facts set forth in complaint were substantively different as a result of counsel resorting to the tools at hand than set forth in the complaint in the earlier dismissed action and whether those facts could have avoided a dismissal of the action.

194 These factors were emphasized in the Ninth Circuit’s rejection that full faith and credit should not be accorded to the Delaware court’s approval of the settlement in *Matsushita* on the grounds of inadequate representation of the federal securities law claims in the Delaware proceeding. *See Epstein*, 179 F.3d at 649, 651 (9th Cir. 1999). *See also*, Marcel Kahan & Linda Silberman, *The Inadequate Search for “Adequacy” in Class Actions: A Critique of Epstein* v. *MCA, Inc.*, 73 N.Y.U. L. REV. 765 (1998) (criticizing the earlier *Epstein* decision by the Ninth Circuit, *Epstein v. MCA, Inc.*, 126 F.3d 1235 (9th Cir. 1997), opinion withdrawn, 179 F.3d 641 (9th Cir. 1999), allowing the second forum to consider the adequacy of representation in deciding whether to accord full faith and credit to another forum’s approval of a settlement; the authors’ criticism is centered on the procedural safeguards that surround settlements of class actions).

195 *See e.g.* Pisoni v. Ahmed (*In re Sonus Networks, Inc.*), 499 F.3d 47, 65 (1st Cir. 2007) (inadequate representation refers to representation “so grossly deficient as to be apparent to the opposing party”); Arduini v. Hart, 774 F.3d 622, 631-34 (9th Cir. 2014) (supporting adequacy of representation by analysis of diligence in pursuing appeal with assistance of four sets of counsel).
Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

Ownership and access to company information have long been the connective tissue of the law of business organizations. The menu of varying types of business organizations has expanded in recent years and that expansion has reflected the trend toward less regulation and more choice within business organization statutes. This freedom is the hallmark of LPs and LLCs. Nonetheless, resort to court to resolve disputes among owners and between owners and managers is the ultimate guardrail for owners. Decisions whether to sue and to sustain allegations in pretrial motions require detailed information regarding the disputed matter, with such information being within the firm’s books and records. The data presented here documents not only the importance of books and records requests in facilitating efficiency in litigation but the great success the Delaware courts have achieved in this area through the tools at hand doctrine. To protect this successful record, we believe private ordering with respect to books and records request should not be able to bar requests where owners have otherwise successfully alleged “credible evidence” of mismanagement or a breach of fiduciary obligation. This would preserve the rich record Delaware courts have achieved since announcing the tools at hand doctrine.

Section 220 has become a more important part of the Delaware corporate governance landscape. While it was initially largely used by derivative suits plaintiffs, Delaware eventually realized that it had great utility as a pre-filing discovery technique in deal litigation as well. The empirical evidence in this article shows that the number of inspection cases has exploded in recent years. Section 220’s use as a pre-filing discovery device seems to be what is driving this change. As its importance has increased, however, so has it become more crucial for Delaware to be sure that the conditions imposed on its use, and the strategic reasons for encouraging its use, are carefully thought through.

Shareholders’ inspection rights are one of their few mandatory rights under corporate law and should be protected. Our analysis shows that the Delaware courts and legislature have imposed significant, but largely reasonable, restrictions on shareholder inspection rights. These
limitations balance investors’ need to obtain information about corporate management’s actions, especially now in M&A litigation given *Corwin* and *MFW*, with concerns about abuses of the inspection process. We are concerned that the *Alvarez* decision creates a strategic nightmare for shareholders by encouraging defendants to engage in reverse auctions of potentially valuable claims. Delaware should address these issues to ensure that shareholder inspection rights are not diluted and that Section 220’s use as a pre-filing discovery technique is not undermined.
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